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Shorty cut across and rocked up 20 flights to sit in the balcony and milk a
cow in the summertime, before doing something else.

No doubt many of you loyal 'Tales From The
Woods' subscribers will remember and have
seen the vast number of touring blues festivals in
their heyday from the early to late sixties. That
was a long time ago and those types of festivals
are extremely rare. To be honest, I did not know
what to expect. With no biggish name to put
bums on seats, I was pleasantly surprised by the
reasonable turnout. This was the last night of
what had been a long, intense tour of 26 dates in
almost as many days starting, by all accounts, in
the north of Scotland in near Arctic conditions.

Blues Live - 1
American Festival of the Blues
The Orchid Theatre, Dartford
th
Monday 4 March 2002

Eugene “Hideaway” Bridges
Angela Brown & the Mighty
45s
Catfish Keith
Michael Roach

Michael Roach had the not very enviable task of
warming up a not particularly atmospheric
auditorium, although there were a few shouts of
“Yeah, blues man!” which I found encouraging
and no doubt Michael also did as he let a
beaming smile light up his face. It must feel
lonely up there if it’s just you and your guitar. He
certainly didn’t look like your average blues-er.
Very smart in a black suit, white shirt and dark tie,
only the black trilby
giving the game
away.
A
few
seconds
into
‘Preacher And The
Bear’ and I saw he
is
indeed
a
bluesman.

The Orchid Theatre in Dartford is certainly a
pleasant enough venue. No stranger to gigs,
though mostly pop bands of a bygone era,
working the nostalgia circuit. My only other trip to
this provincial stage was to witness Lonnie
Donegan as a special guest of Chris Barber’s
Jazz Band several years back.
Clean vocals, akin maybe to Eric Bibb, a little
more gutteral but equally as soulful. He treated
us to some very tasty pickin’ on ‘Brick In My
Pillow’ before switching to slide for ‘Little Red
Rooster’ and then an up-tempo ‘Blues Is Good
News (Pass It On)’, the title track from his latest
release.

track from his new
CD
‘Pleading
Insanity’ which I
personally enjoyed a great deal. A rousing
‘Mystery Train’ and an excellent acapella gospel
and, all too soon, it was over. I look forward to
one day seeing him in a decent blues venue in
ole London town.

By now I was very much diggin’ the man who I
must admit I knew very little about prior to this
evening. The legacy of the recently departed
John Jackson (see elsewhere in this issue for
obituary) which he obviously admired both as a
man and a teacher, a beautiful version of ‘Boats
Up The River’.

Angela Brown and her regular UK band, the
Mighty 45s, are no strangers to these shores.
The Chicago lady of the blues has played in and
around London many times. For me, this was the
first time. Impressed? You bet! She was sassy,
she was wild, she strutted, she shook her butt.
That powerful voice finally breathed life into much
of the audience. ‘St James Infirmary’, she drained
it, bled it dry. Raw, powerful and exciting. ’How

Swapping guitars again for a slide workout on
‘Sitting On Top Of The World’ followed by another
1

Long Can A Good Woman (Stay At Home)’, can
you imagine any man daring to cheat on her?
What? She’d knock the living daylights out of
him. Her band was as tight as the proverbial
duck’s arse. This is blues-soul at its very best. A
track from her new CD, ‘Old Rock’, followed.
Check out this CD, I can’t recommend it enough.

Eugene ‘Hideaway’ Bridges, up to a few years
ago, seemed to be touring Europe semipermanently, catching his act more than once at
the 100 Club. On once occasion I recall 'Tales
From The Woods' subscriber/contributor and
world class expert on everything blues, soul and
Rock'n'Roll, the great Cliff White, turning out for
one of the gigs, no doubt because of Eugene’s
way with a Sam Cooke styling. This guy got pretty
close to it. We got just that a couple of times
during the set with ‘You Got Me Holdin’ and
‘Fallin’ In Love With Someone’. Eugene’s daddy
was once a bluesman before giving it all up to
become a preacher. Showing us how daddy used
to play, Chicago style with Jimmy Reed’s ‘Bright
Lights, Big City’ and ‘Peepin’ And Hiding’,
throwing in ‘Down The Road I Go’ somewhere in
between.

In Angela you can trace the history of blues ladies
from the classic blues singers of the 1920s –
Bessie Smith, Gertrude ‘Ma’ Rainey through o the
R&B of Ruth Brown, Etta James and beyond.
She tore into ‘Bip-Bam, Thank You Mam’, a
risqué ride through casual sex.
By now, 'Tales From The
Woods'
subscriber
and
occasional contributor Martyn
Harvey could not contain
himself, bounding over rows of
seats to fall down on bended
knees
at
the
footlights,
begging for Angela to take him
home and make a bad man
out of him. Time for some rockin’ blues next with
‘Back Door (Knock You Down)’. Rock it most
certainly did. Called back for an encore of ‘Lay
My Burden Down’ the set ended like it began, raw
emotion. Excellent, we all agreed as we made
our way to the bar for the twenty minute interval.
How the hell can anyone follow this?

My
own
personal
favourite of his set was
a
stunning
blues
drenched
workout
‘Man
Without
A
Country (Without A
Home’. Eugene and
his band really came
together on this one.
Prior to that he was
just a little sluggish on
‘I’m A Bluesman’ and ‘I
Believe I’m Movin’ On’.
Other highlights of the
set in my humble opinion were the blues-soul ‘I
Won’t Be Your Fool No More’ and ‘Hang Around
My House’.

Solo act Crayfish Keith managed to pull it off
through sheer brilliant dexterity on his National
Steel guitar. I caught ole Catfish from California
before as a support act at the 100 Club. Tonight
though, he seemed in a different league. The
sound guys for this tour know their stuff perfectly,
evidenced on Bukka White’s ‘Jitterbug Swing’,
the flurry of notes and voice crystal clear. ‘Poor
Boy, Long Way From Home’, again, faultless.
Switching guitars to a
battered electric to
take him deep into
the Mississippi hill
country,
natural
home
of
R
L
Burnside and Model
T Ford. Reliving the
sound of the late
Jessie Mae Hemphill
for a hypnotic ‘Have
You Seen My Eagle
Bird’. Catfish’s own
fistful of riffs up next,
paying homage to
both Lonnie Johnson
and Eddie Lang, clearly enjoying himself as much
as the audience were enjoying him. As we took a
trip back to Father of country music, Jimmie
Rodgers’, inspired ‘Goin Way Out West’. I let out
a whoop of joy for his final number - a
mesmerising workout of Blind Willie Johnson’s
‘Blues Walked In Like A Man’. Excellent folks.

The whole ensemble came out to jam together by
which time much of the auditorium were on their
feet, showing much deserved appreciation for
what had proved to be an evening of excellence.

Keith Woods








MORE PORCINE POETICISM
The Lord Mayor of Botley one
day
Said, “Here’s a man who won’t
go away,
He lives in a house
With a dog and a mouse
And a pig that he shags every
day”.
© The undervalued Dave Travis
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HOLD THE THIRD
PAGE!

losing Michael Bentine, whose surreal comedy
style clashed with Milligan’s. The show ran for 26
weeks of each year for nine years featuring, for
much of its run, the Caribbean born band leader
Ray Ellington, whose eclectic tastes introduced
Louis Jordan tunes and other black American
R&B to a mainstream British audience.

'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass and says
“Farewell” to Spike Milligan, comedian and clown
of the surreal who died of kidney failure at the
th
age of 83 on February 27 . The son of an army
Warrant Officer
Spike was born
Terrance
Alan
Milligan
in
Poona, India on
th
April 16 1918.
Receiving
his
early years of
education both in
India and Burma,
the family returned to the UK on his father’s
retirement, setting up home in the south east of
England.

The pressure on Milligan was immense as many
of the Goon Show scripts were his own creation
and, by 1960, they called it a day. Personal
demons haunted Milligan and a number of
nervous breakdowns along with a failed marriage
and a reputation for being extremely difficult
meant he almost had to beg for work during
those early years of the 1960s.
It would be 1963 before success returned,
playing the part of Ben Gunn in Treasure Island
at the City of London Mermaid Theatre. During
the same period, in collaboration with John
Antrobus, he wrote the bleak comedy “The Bed
Sitting Room”. Set in the aftermath of the third
world war it ran for a number of years at various
theatres, both in London and the provinces until
finally being made into a film in 1970. The same
period also saw him on television with his
extremely off the wall shows “World Of A
Beachcomber” and “Q5”.

The outbreak of war in 1939 would see Spike
working in a munitions factory at the Woolwich
Arsenal. Soon, like virtually all men of his
generation, he found himself being called into the
armed forces. Serving in the Royal Artillery in
Tunisia and Italy, being shell shocked in North
Africa, which many believe led to his destabilising
personality in later years. During the closing
stages of the war he met the late Harry Secombe
and they worked together as a comedy duo in the
Combined Services Entertainment Unit.

In the decade of the seventies he turned his
attention to the cinema, appearing in a number of
films including “The Magic Christian” in 1971,
“The Devils” of the same year, “The Three
Musketeers” in 1973, “The Last Remake Of Beau
Geste” in 1977 and Monty Python’s “Life Of
Brian” in 1978.

The war years finally over and Spike was back on
Civvy Street in 1946. Determined to make a
career in show business but with little idea how to
channel either his ideas or talent, the remainder
of the decade remained fruitless for him. Spike
renewed his friendship with Harry Secombe
during the early days of the 1950s, while Harry
was a struggling comic at London’s Windmill
Theatre.

Spike also wrote a number of books based on his
wartime exploits naturally, all laced with his
goonish humour such as “Adolf Hitler, My Part In
His Downfall”, “Rommel. Gunner Who?” and
“Where Have All The Bullets Gone?”
Milligan was of course a great jazz fan, even
playing trumpet in various combos during his
lean, immediate post war years.

The pair started to hang out at Westminster’s
bohemian watering hole The Grafton, owned by
scriptwriter Jimmy Grafton who was doing quite
well, joke writing for radio comedian Derek Roy.
The Grafton pub was a magnet for eccentrics
and, like a jigsaw, the pieces fell into the right
places, as Peter Sellers and Michael Bentine
hung out with Milligan and Secombe.

A few years ago in the company of 'Tales From
The Woods' subscriber Mike Bunning, we were in
Ronnie Scott’s Soho jazz club to see the one time
orchestra of the late Count Basie. I spotted Spike
in the audience and, after the first set, Spike slow
and doddery on his feet, made his way to the
gents. Not wishing to miss the opportunity to
shake the great clown’s hand, after a moment or
two I followed. (Keith, I worry about you, I really
do – H). Once inside I found him surrounded by a
group of admirers. With Peter Sellers and
Michael Bentine long gone and more recently
Harry Secombe, Spike’s passing marks the end
of a golden era.

The seeds of the Goon Show were sown in a
back room of this West London pub. Peter
Sellers, who even in those early years had the
best contacts, presented a selection of Goon
Show scripts to a totally disinterested BBC.
Despite their reservations Milligan, Secombe,
Sellers and Bentine were given a trial run, using
the working title “Crazy People”. Beginning in May
1951 it was swiftly renamed to “The Goon Show”,
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are just the tip of the iceberg.



Raise a glass also to actor John Thaw who for
many years played Chief Inspector Endeavour
Morse in the television series “Inspector Morse”.
John lost his battle with cancer at the age of 60
st
on February 21 .







Sadly we have to say farewell to bluesman John
Jackson who passed away at his home in Virginia
th
on the 20 of January. He was one of the last
remaining country bluesmen of the East Coast
Piedmont style which encompassed blues,
ragtime, folk, old-time hillbilly and ballads, all in
the unique finger picking style.

rd

Born in Manchester on 3
January 1942 John, along with
his younger brother Raymond,
was brought up by his lorry driver
father after his mother fled the
family home when John was just
four years old. It was while still at
Ducie Technical High School that
he was encouraged by his drama
teacher to become an actor and
he was accepted into London’s
Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts
at the age of 16. While still a student, he made
his first film appearance in “The Loneliness Of
The Long Distance Runner” in 1962.

Fresh out of RADA in 1964 at the age of 23 he
landed his first major role as Sergeant John
Mann in the television series “Redcap”, a show
about the special investigation branch of the
Royal Military Police, starring opposite Diana
Rigg. Finding himself in great demand, he
appeared in many major TV series’ and plays as
well as a number of films including “The Bofors
Gun” in 1968, “Praise Marx And Pass The
Ammunition” in 1970 and “Dr Phibes Rises
Again” in 1972.

th

Born in Rappahanock County, Virginia on 25
February 1924, the seventh son of fourteen
children to a musical family, his parents being
musicians as well as farmers, playing house
parties at weekends. John first picked up his
father’s guitar when he was just four years old.
By the time he was eight he was already good
enough to join his parents at parties.

A second hand Victrola was brought into the
family home and his tender young ears began to
pick up the sounds of the blues’ greats; Blind
Lemon Jefferson, Blind Boy Fuller and the father
of country music, the legendary Jimmie Rodgers.
The impoverished life of the family forced John to
quit school whilst still a child to work on the farm,
continuing to play in his spare time throughout
the remainder of the thirties and forties.

The early seventies saw John working on the
West End stage in the comedy production “What
About Love?” opposite the great theatrical legend
Sheila Hancock who soon became his wife. In
1974 he was cast as Detective Inspector Regan
in the hugely popular TV series “The Sweeney”. A
full-length feature film was made in 1977, which
won him the Evening Standard Best Film Actor of
the Year award. An equally successful follow up
was made the following year.

He moved to Fairfax County, Virginia in 1950 with
his wife and children to work on a dairy farm.
Chuck Perdue, the president of the Folklore
Society of Greater Washington, found John
playing for small change at a gas station,
realising immediately that he had stumbled upon
a true original. Within weeks Jackson was playing
at coffee houses around the Washington DC
area. He recorded his first album for Arhoolie
Records in 1965 – “Blues And Country Dance
Tunes”. “John Jackson” volumes 1 and 2 in 1966
and 1968 respectively followed this, by which
time he was in demand for concert tours across
the United States and Europe.

As the seventies gave way to the eighties, John
found himself working alongside Diana Rigg
again in a production of Tom Stoppard’s “Night
And Day” and in seasons with the Royal
Shakespeare Company at Stratford upon Avon in
“Henry VII” and “Twelfth Night”.
John’s other very popular TV series
was “Kavanagh QC” which started in
1994 and ran throughout the
remainder of the decade. He had a
charmed career indeed with many
awards for his diverse performances. During his
professional life of forty years on both film and
television screen and in the theatre his many
triumphs could not be listed within the
confinement of these pages. The aforementioned

The years that followed would see him touring
Africa, India and South America, cutting albums
for both Arhoolie and Rounder during the
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seventies. The National Endowment for the Arts
awarded John their National Heritage Fellowship
in 1986. 1999 saw the release of “Front Porch
Blues” on Alligator Records, which received three
W C Handy Blues Award nominations including
Acoustic Blues Album of the year. During the
period of Jimmy Carter’s presidency he played at
the Labour Day Picnic at the White House.







James was forced to retire for a while because of
ill health in 1970 but, once his health improved,
he was back treading the boards although not
performing on such a regular basis. James was
inducted into the Gospel Music Hall of Fame in
1970 and the Blackwood Brothers quartet was
inducted complete in 1996.



Time to say goodbye to gospel singer James
Blackwood of the legendary Blackwood Brothers
th
quartet. Born 4 August 1919 in Choctaw County,
Mississippi to a large family that lived in
impoverished circumstances, a deeply religious
family who attended church regularly.
1934 would see James, along with his brothers
Roy and Doyle, forming the first Blackwood
Brothers quartet. Blackwood’s rich baritone voice
became a regular feature at various churches
and country fairs performing traditional material
and up-tempo spirituals including ‘Give The
World A Smile’ which became their theme tune.
Disbanding during the war years, they reformed
in the latter half of the forties, finding themselves
more popular than ever, which encouraged them
to move to Memphis, Tennessee in 1950. Soon
they had a daily radio show on WMPS and
signed with RCA the following year.

Hovie Lister, Jake Hess, James, J D Sumner,
Rosie Rozell

Every month in the early fifties the group would
play regular concerts at the Ellis Auditorium in
Memphis. It was there that a lifelong friendship
with Elvis Presley began. The young hillbilly cat
would either attend the concerts if he had enough
money to buy a ticket or simply hang around the
stage door. It is alleged he once asked to join the
group. Within a couple of years Elvis would sign
with Sun Records and the rest is history as they
say. The group sang ‘Rock Of Ages’ and
‘Precious Memories’ at Elvis’ mother Gladys’
funeral in 1958. James Blackwood performed
‘How Great Thou Art’, Presley’s favourite song, at
his funeral in 1977.









R W, James, Roy, Doyle

1954 would see the second incarnation of the
outfit when Roy and Doyle left to open a gospel
music record shop. The new line up won the
talent contest on a nationwide TV show – the
Arthur Godfrey Talent Scouts – performing ‘Have
You Talked To The Man Upstairs’. They now had
the world at their feet. Sadly though, tragedy
would soon strike when their hired private plane,
whilst practising landing on a small landing strip,
crashed and burst into flames. James could only
watch in horror as the new members, including
another brother and Bill Lyles, were engulfed by
the inferno. Apparently the funeral would be the
largest ever seen in Memphis until that of Elvis
Presley many years later.

If, by 1960, the Ford Motor Company had been
fitting A.B.S., three point seat belts and air bags
to its Consul/Zephyr/Zodiac range, a certain Mr E
Cochran, son of Frank and Alice, might have
survived the crash depicted above and still be
playing guitar in his own inimitable fashion. On
the 17th of the month, pause for a moment and
reflect on the loss, 42 years ago, of one of the
greats of Rock'n'Roll.

Keith Woods

The group continued, with new members
including J D Sumner, to produce around 200
albums and picked up nine Grammy awards.
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Presley”), who scored with ‘Rock With The
Caveman’ in late ’56. This was quite good for a
British attempt at Rock’n’Roll, spoiled for me only
by jazzman Ronnie Scott’s stilted sax solo.
Regrettably, Steele failed to follow up this
promising start, almost immediately degenerating
into mawkish pop songs, sung in an irritating,
snivelling whine, presumably an attempt at a
Hank Williams impersonation.

THE 1950’S – A BIRD’S EYE
VIEW
(Part 3)

by Neil Foster
Of course, much more world-shattering events
than Rock’n’Roll occurred in 1956 – like the Suez
invasion, the last desperate fling of British
imperialism, and the brutal crushing of Hungary,
one of the first examples of Russian imperialism
in action. Both of these, however, were remote
from the concerns of the ordinary person; one
watched them on the Gaumont-British newsreels
at the cinema with pity or anger but they were too
far away to affect one’s life.

I was never a fan of Tommy Steele (how did you
guess!) and it was no surprise to me when he
eventually abandoned pop music for the safer
pastures of musical comedy. As far as I’m
concerned almost all his records are musical
comedy!
I will admit that I am prejudiced. There is nothing
in the world I find quite so depressing as a
cheerful Cockney! And the other thing is that my
brother and sister bought his “A Handful of
Songs” in 1957 and drove me out of the house by
playing it repeatedly.

The trouble in Cyprus was different. British
soldiers were being shot by EOKA terrorists and
some of them were as young as I was. It was the
most difficult kind of war to fight – a hit-and-run
guerrilla campaign where the most harmlesslooking passer-by could be a potential murderer,
with a concealed gun or bomb.

There is one point I would grudgingly admit in his
favour – that he was an example of the touching
innocence and engaging amateurism of the early
days of British Rock’n’Roll. Steele’s happy,
extrovert personality, his ordinariness and cheeky
grin obviously filled a need and his success must
have given many youngsters food for thought. It
proved beyond doubt that you didn’t have to be
American to sing Rock’n’Roll.

Inevitably, civilians became casualties and I can
still remember my horror when I read about the
death of Mrs Catherine Cutliffe, the wife of an
officer, callously shot in the back as she strolled
through a market in Nicosia.
Conscription had been re-introduced after the
Second World War. Young men were called up
at the age of 18 for two years compulsory military
service (later 18 months). Soon there was great
discussion about the disruption this caused to
young people just embarking on their first job; it
was claimed that many were deliberately
choosing highly-paid but “dead-end” jobs
because they thought there was no point in taking
up apprenticeships or going on training schemes
which would be interrupted by National Service.

This conviction was strengthened the following
year (1957) when the emergence of Skiffle led to
a boom in the sales of cheap guitars. The songs
were simple and repetitive, the chords basic and
everyone could join in the choruses.
The craze lasted for about a year, eventually
being superseded by the more exciting sounds of
full-blown Rock’n’Roll but it had two important
results: firstly, it encouraged thousands of young
people to become active music-makers instead
of passive listeners and secondly, it created an
interest in blues songs and the black roots of
Rock’n’Roll which would eventually culminate in
the organised R & B/Blues movement of the early
60s.

I viewed the prospect of being called up with
trepidation. To my relief it was announced that
no more men would be called up after January
1958 (I was 18 in March that year) and that,
providing voluntary recruitment met the required
level of manpower, the whole thing would be
scrapped in 1960.

1957 was the year I met and made friends with a
fellow library assistant who, like me, was crazy
about Rock’n’Roll. He was an Elvis fan with a
collection of HMV and RCA 78s and he lived with
his mother and younger brother in Mulgrave
Street, Liverpool 8, one of the roughest and
poorest parts of the city. Together we played,
analysed and endlessly discussed, like
connoisseurs, the best of Rock’n’Roll.

The last time National Service was in the news
concerned the unfortunate Terry Dene, the crazy,
mixed-up kid of British Rock’n’Roll, who was
discharged ignominiously from the Army after a
nervous breakdown. The public derision this
caused effectively finished his career.
No such problem marred the debut of Tommy
Steele (the so-called “Britain’s Answer to Elvis
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It had become obvious that Rock’n’Roll was not
the flash-in-the-pan that
its critics hoped. Elvis
had really consolidated
his position with a string
of hits: ‘Too Much’, ‘All
Shook Up’ (a monster!),
‘Teddy Bear’, ‘Paralysed’,
‘Party/Got A Lot O’Livin’
To Do’, ‘Lawdy Miss
Clawdy/Trying to Get to
You’, and he even did the
straight popster’s trick of
recording a seasonal
offering: ‘Santa Bring My Baby Back To Me’.

intros of all time – The Crickets ‘That’ll be the
Day’.
Until Buddy Holly came on
the scene, Bill Haley had
been the usual target for
the favourite phrase, “He
doesn’t
look
like
a
Rock’n’Roll singer” but this
amiable Texan with his
mild eyes, big, business-like spectacles and neat
suits and ties was the most unexpected new
arrival on the Rock’n’Roll scene.
In spite of his conventional appearance, those
who saw him on his 1958 UK tour discovered that
he could be just as wild as any of the others, with
a dynamic stage-act and an incredibly powerful
sound. And just to show that he was human, his
amplifier broke down and was out of action for
twenty minutes during his appearance at
th
Liverpool’s Philharmonic Hall on March 20 .

I have memories associated with some of those
records. The guitar solo in ‘Too Much’ always
puzzled me – it sounded as if the guitarist had
forgotten what he was doing and we know now
(from Jerry Hopkins’ book on Elvis) that was
exactly what happened! ‘Party’ was criticized at
the time for the extreme shortness of its running
time, particularly noticeable on a large 78, where
the run-off was much wider than the recordgrooves! ‘Teddy Bear’, in which the famous Elvis
sexiness was fully brought out reminds me of one
Saturday afternoon as I was walking past our
local record shop. An assistant was busy in the
window arranging a display – a large teddy bear
and around it, nothing but copies of the 78,
completely filling the space. That brought home
to me more than anything else the immense
popularity of Presley.

Regrettably, I did not see that show, which is a
great pity, as the acoustics of the hall were
superb – the building had been specially
designed in the 1930s for classical music
concerts. I did watch the group on ATV’s
“Sunday Night at the London Palladium” but I
don’t think they could have been at their best or
perhaps the recorded sound balance was
unsatisfactory; all I can recall of the show was my
irritation with the compere, Robert Morley, for his
jokey introduction, “…Buddy Holly, or is it Holly
Buddy?”

There were some who muttered darkly that
Rock’n’Roll couldn’t last forever and that the
writing was already on the wall. Look at the
success of Harry Belafonte, they argued: ‘Banana
Boat Song’, ‘Island In The Sun’, ‘Scarlet Ribbons’
and ‘Mary’s Boy Child’. Surely, the softer, more
musical, sounds of calypso would eventually
triumph over the cacophony of the big beat.

Within a very short time Holly and the Crickets
had become legendary in this country. It is wrong
to
assume,
with
hindsight, that Buddy’s
reputation was merely
a
posthumous
creation. So great was
his impact then that I
would class him with
Elvis as one of the two
main influences on the
early
British
Rock’n’Roll
scene.
The difference, as I
see it, is this: Elvis
made you want to sing
and play Rock’n’Roll
but Buddy made you
want
to
start
a
Rock’n’Roll group.

If so, there were few signs of it in ’57. It’s true
that some of the hits of that year were less wild,
for example the gentler (but still beaty) harmonies
of the Everly Brothers, but Little Richard was still
rocking as hard as ever with some of his all-time
classics – ‘She’s Got It’, ‘Jenny Jenny’, ‘Lucille’
and ‘Keep A Knockin’; the piano-pounding of
Jerry Lee Lewis on ‘Whole Lotta Shaking’ would
soon lead to a number one with ‘Great Balls of
Fire’ (one of the select band of rare number ones
in Rock’n’Roll) and new artists were pushing to
the front.

Holly’s statue in Lubbock

One day, in mid ’57, the same boy in the library
who had lent me ‘Honky Tonk’ and ‘Smokestack
Lightning’ had discovered a great new group. We
stood in the soundproof booth of a tiny record bar
(in the middle of a carpet shop!). I heard the
jangling notes of one of the most famous guitar

Like Elvis, he had something to offer both male
and female fans, beat or ballads, and both were
equally as good. Even adults liked some of his
stuff and when my friend and I took up ballroom
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dancing at the Victor Silvester Dance Studio in
Liverpool in late ’58, we were taught “rhythm
dancing” (basic simplified steps that could be
used on a crowded dance-floor) to the tune of
‘Everyday’.

themselves off as being really earthy because
they know about this blues bar tucked away in a
West End side street. Impressing their
chicks/mates/business associates, carrying on
loud conversations while the acts are on – a
casual observer wandering in might think the acts
are playing out on the street as that is where so
many of the heads are facing.

Then, of course, there was that glamorous guitar,
the Fender Stratocaster, which he popularised. It
became every budding (pardon the pun!)
guitarist’s dream to own one, although most had
to wait until the early 60s before they got the
chance. Hank Marvin I have always considered
“the poor man’s Holly”, though the sound he got
out of it was very different. He was one of many
British artists who could not copy the talent but
could imitate the appearance of Buddy Holly.
The Holly tour was notable also for an early
attempt at a publicity stunt, the group being
photographed with members of the English
cricket team, but this seemed to me at the time to
be a waste of money as the connection was so
tenuous and non-American; the point about Holly
and the Crickets was that they were a totally
American phenomenon, as far removed from
such
a
slow,
tedious
English
game
(incomprehensible to foreigners) as it was
possible to be.
(To be continued)







Primer was booked for three nights – Thursday
through to Saturday. 'Tales From The Woods'
long time contributor and blues fan Lee Wilkinson
and I were there on Saturday night. The worst
possible night I know but there was no
alternative. Squeezed in at the back bar-side, to
my left a Gallagher Brother look-alike chatted
endlessly to his chick throughout the set. She
was obviously a recent acquisition as he was
telling her about daddy’s chicken farm back home
in the East Midlands. Well, at least daddy’s
chickens have the blues, even if the kid hasn’t,
no doubt factory farm blues, dreaming of the day
they might be free range. Then there was the
pretty young chick with the long dark-brown hair,
spinning on her heels while she conducted an
argument (presumably with her boyfriend) on her
mobile, her pert, small bottom squeezed into a
pair of black wet-look jeans.



Blues Live - 2
John Primer
Ain't Nothin But, Kingly Street, London W1
nd
Saturday 2 March 2002

John Primer – Lead Guitar/Vocals
Big Joe Louis – 2nd Lead Guitar/Rhythm
Matt Radford – Bass
Mike Watts – Drums

A bouncer (or should I say door technician) had
some kid by the scruff of his neck, turfing him
unceremoniously onto the street for, from what I
caught in passing, obviously a crack problem.
Still, I admire his front for demanding his £6
admission fee back. Still, at least a dozen or so
punters did have the good grace to depart as
soon as the band hit the tiny bandstand. “Being in
a blues bar is one thing darling but having to
listen to the music is quite another! We’re off to
the Trans Jungle Experience in Leicester Square
to pay £11.75 for a small martini.”

Look. Let’s get one thing straight here, John
Primer, like a number of top league blues acts
who have had the misfortune to play here, should
not be in this glorified telephone kiosk. They
should be in the 100 Club. Steve Beggs, who
used to operate the blues nights at the 100 Club,
gave it up a few years back. I have no idea where
you are now Steve, but the London blues scene
needs you desperately – please come back! The
only way Ain't Nothin’ But can pick up the tab for
blues acts of John Primer’s stature is because
they are sponsored by a lager conglomerate and
thus the price of admission is kept really low.
Great in theory but what you get in practice is
around 10 percent blues fans and 90 percent
posers who seem to get a great buzz by showing

Big Joe Louis hit pretty low and dirty with ‘Wine
Drinkin’ Woman’, reminding us that he is, without
doubt, one of the UK’s finer blues exponents,
Chicago style. He followed up with ‘Baby You
Don’t Have To Go’ before John Primer slowly
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made his way through the crowded, narrow bar,
guitar held above his head, joining Big Joe and
the boys on the tiny stage.

by Neil Foster

Kicking off with ‘No Escape From The Blues’
(obviously, for some, there is as they’d already
split), there can be little doubt he was on good
form as the number burned pretty good but it’s
hard to be enthusiastic when you’re forced to
watch the proceedings on a TV screen at the bar.
‘Draggin’ That Chain Around’ was brilliant. I know
this because I took a leak and the sound in the
downstairs loo is perfect. (I don’t believe it – he’s
back in the bogs again – H). For all you loyal
'Tales From The Woods' subscribers, if you’re
ever thinking about checking out a blues gig at
Ain't Nothin’ But, see if you can arrange with the
bar to book a toilet cubicle for an hour or so, ‘cos
that is where you get the best sound. Obviously
you can’t see anything but neither can you
upstairs so what difference does it make?

The Girl with the Glasses
by Maggie Stredder 111 pages Many photos
Not available in bookshops. Obtainable only
(£8.50 including p & p, cheques made payable to
Showbiz Publications) from Showbiz
Publications, PO Box 692A, Surbiton, Surrey KT5
8DZ
Maggie Stredder was the
working-class girl from
Birkenhead
who
auditioned for a new beat
show on ATV in 1958,
called “Oh Boy”, as part of
a
vocal
group,
the
Vernon’s Girls. She wore
glasses at the time and
on an impulse, producer
Jack Good insisted she
keep them on as a
trademark.

‘Things I Used To Do’ had a wonderful lazy
Louisiana feel to it… excellent. Now it was Lee’s
turn to check out the sound downstairs in the loo.
(Keith, your obsession with toilets is becoming
unhealthy – H). ‘Little Boy Blue’ (no, not the
Huelyn Duvall nursery rhyme) and Little Junior
Parker’s ’Feel So Bad’ followed in quick
succession. Primer’s days as part of the Muddy
Waters’ band were revisited with ‘Hoochie
Coochie Man’ and ‘She Cried (When She Left
Me)’, indeed gutbucket Chicago blues at its
finest.

She soon became the most famous and popular
member of the Vernon’s Girls and as well-known
as Cliff Richard, Marty Wilde and other stars of
“Oh Boy”, thus disproving Dorothy Parker’s wellknown lines, “Men never make passes at girls
who wear glasses.”
Many stars of the 50s fizzled out like sky-rockets
but not Maggie; shrewd enough to realize that
headliners come and go but backing singers are
always in demand, she constantly re-invented
herself decade after decade, as part of the duo,
The Two Tones, then as part of the trio, The
Ladybirds, who sang on lots of hits, including
three number ones by Sandie Shaw.

Sorry. I kept thinking to myself how much better
this would be at the 100 Club but, of course,
there is literally no chance of that. Not while Mr
and Mrs Tweedledeefizz operate the Sunday
night sessions (Mojo Boogie) which appear to be
run simply for the benefit of their dance friends.
“John Primer? Oh no, we won’t have him… you
can’t dance to it.” The first set wrapped up with
‘Talk To Me Baby’. We didn’t stick around for the
second set as a) it was far too late and b) we had
already not seen and heard enough.

I was astonished by the number and variety of
the acts she has appeared with: from the Beatles
(and Wings) to Fred Astaire, from Mantovani to
the Bachelors (even Sooty!) Along the way, she
has found time to feature in two Eurovision Song
Contests, ten Royal Command Performances,
and “The Event”, a huge (140,000 people)
celebration of Cliff Richard’s 30 years in showbusiness at Wembley Stadium in 1989.

Keith Woods








She has also sung on countless advertising
jingles (Esso, Camay soap, Raelbrook shirts),
signature tunes (Hi-de-Hi) and for 19 years on
“Top of the Pops” backed every band, group or
artiste who ever made the Top Twenty from 1964
onwards, American and British.
And she’s still only 45! (That’s her little joke but
she looks remarkably well-preserved, whatever
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her true age. Her glasses today are bigger, that’s
all…)

want to, then they can kiss my ass, full on the
lips. I will not as a human being stand up there,
sing this way, dress like this way, act like that.
‘Cause I don’t care anymore. You know what I
want to do? I want to make a movie. The things
I’ve seen down here, the characters and some of
the stories, would make a great fuckin’ movie.
But nobody’d go to it. It’d be too real.”

The book is full of amusing and interesting
anecdotes and if the style is a little oversentimental at times, what is obvious is that she
enjoys an enviable reputation in the business,
both liked as well as respected for her vocal
talents and bubbly personality.

We’re out of the suburbs now and in a low-rent
commercial
neighbourhood
of
shambling
bungalows and off-brand drugstores and copy
centres. We stop at a house where two men in
their forties are reclining on the front porch. One
has a baseball cap on. The other used to pitch
songs for a big music publisher but he got fed up
with it and now he’s a writer, meaning a co-writer
of hopeful country radio songs. He mentions
something he has on hold. The sun’s beating
down and the cars crawl by.

A recommended read.









My Day: June 12th, 2001
What – No Nashville? Worldwide Webb
By Robbie Fulks Part 2
Joy and I sit in her living room among stacks of
cassette demos with a black 3-legged mutt
staring dully at us. The song’s a cinch. After
singing it twice we can’t think of anything else to
do with it. There is one strange touch in the
original, a whole-step interval sung by Webb and
what sounds like Teddy Wilburn, that I want to
preserve. A quarter-beat’s length, it makes a
fleet, disconcerting impression at the word “so” in
the line “There’s never been a place so lonely” –
a 5th in the lead against a 6th in the tenor. It’s the
kind of thing people with a little knowledge correct
when they cover old hillbilly songs. In the future,
no doubt, parents will have the capability to
remove the gene in their offspring that produces
the tendency to sing a 5th against a 6th, and we
will all be better off for it. But for today I am
curious to see whether we can get this past the
brass down at Curb.

The man in the ball cap gives Joy a demo
cassette and we get back in her car and put it in.
A swaggering little L.A. mid-tempo cock-rocker
gets going. “She left for Hol…lee…woooood,” a
nasty hillbilly girl is half-snarling on the track. It’s
Joy of course, and the ball cap man, who
engineered it, is playing most of the instruments,
she says.
“It sounds good,” I venture.
“Yeah, that’s the kind of thing I’m doing lately. I’m
not even worrying about being country anymore.
Fuck country! I just want to do something that’s
cool and has some integrity to it. Jimmy’s little
set-up is the way to go. Home studio, that’s all
you need. Jimmy programs the drums, he does
the keyboards, he’s got his living room all
tweaked out and ready to go. Four ADAT
machines stacked up in his den. You’ve hardly
got to show up. You only go in and sing it and
come back around a week or two later and it’s all
mixed and ready to pitch. It sounds like this.”

Joy gets on some make-up and a going-out
dress. We ride back to the studio along a very
haphazard path, stopping here and there to pick
up things. The afternoon is magnificent and clear.
We breeze down oak-lined streets past
expansive, well-tended suburban lots.
“I’m sick of this place,” she says. “I’da moved out
a long time ago if I’da had my head on right.”

“It sounds fine.”

“Really? I love it here. The weather’s great.
Everybody’s civil. The standard of living is good.”

“Why the hell would you want to go spend five
hundred dollars on a studio and five players? I’m
never doin’ that again, man.”

“Everybody’s full of shit, is more like it. And I’ll tell
it straight to ‘em. They don’t like me for it but I’ll
tell it to their faces. ‘Cause I don’t care. All I care
about is my dogs. A dog won’t sneak around
behind you and talk trash on you and stick a knife
in you, he won’t manipulate you and use you like
you’re worth nothin’ but what all he wants to get
out of you. What you see is what you get in the
animal kingdom.

“No, there’s no need to.” As the spectacle of two
hundred empty $1200-a-day rooms sinking
stuporously into bankruptcy proves. The country
boom is over and there’s a certain amount of
wreckage in and around Music Row. “Who’s the
guitarist?”
“Pat Buchanan.” This session guitarist and cowriter would surely be in a support group with the
comedian George Wallace, the insufferable
senator Paul Simon, and the country bassist
Jimmy Carter, if he weren’t so very over it.

“Robbie, I’ve been in this town 15 years, and a lot
of people can’t stand my guts. Well, fuck them. I
say they can fuck themselves, and if they don’t
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“Gail,” I say humbly, “not to sound all girlie, but
there might be a couple lines for me to redo.”

As we get back to Curb, the Texas country singer
and Opry stalwart Billy Walker has just finished
his song and is listening back with an inertly
solemn expression. The others are standing
around casually, relaxing between bouts. The
musicians, as always, are the thing. They’re here
all day and night churning out performances that
sound like real records. Because they’re head
cases, singers demand take after take; and
because they’re stars, they’re indulged. But the
players soldier on gamely, keeping a low profile
and operating at a staggering level of excellence.
It would be boring to compliment them
individually but I will name them, all except the
pianist, whose name I forget: Hank Singer on
fiddle, Weldon Myrick on steel, Bob Mummert on
drums, Dennis Quaid’s chum playing electric
guitar, Pat Burgeson on rhythm guitar, Dave Roe
on upright bass and Rob Price on electric, and
Chris Scruggs doing sock flattop rhythm. Chris is
Gail’s 18-year old illegitimate son by Gary
Scruggs and the grandson of the world’s most
influential banjoist. The illustrious family has had
no contact of any sort with the boy, presumably to
register their grievance with the mother and their
staunch adherence to pre-Enlightenment moral
codes. Too bad, not least because it turns out
that Chris is a beneficiary of the family gene
bestowing freakish musical powers. As we begin
working through “Tupelo County Jail,” he is
confidently throwing good ideas at men twice and
thrice his age, putting some necessary edge on
the song with the force of his playing and time
feel.

“We will,” she says, “but I’ve got a few songs yet
to track and some of these guys have to leave for
other sessions. Are you free to hang out for a
little bit?”
Now I get the picture. Joy and I haven’t actually
sung anything yet except guide vocals. All we
have right now is a track ready to sing over. And I
was naively trying to give my best performance,
goddamn it. But PITS notwithstanding, nobody
sings it and plays it simultaneously in Nashville,
or most other places either. Vocals are real, real
important, you see, and as previously noted, they
are the province of a loud and powerful interest
group. Countless takes must be performed, then
examined with a fine-toothed comb for highlights.
Then the highlights are pieced together into a
wonderful collage, electronically enhanced, and
pitch-corrected. Yes, vocals are important
indeed, so important that if anything resembling
an actual vocal performance were to slip onto a
major label record, three dozen people with
comfortable jobs and no serious responsibilities
might be forced to make painful lateral career
adjustments.
“Well, sure, if it’s just a little bit,” I generously
agree. “Take your time. I’ll sit around and watch
what goes on. You won’t even notice me.”
Two hours pass. A bunch of people wander
through. Billy Block, the angry Chihuahua of altcountry. BR549, sporting fresh haircuts and a
newly trimmed, hyphen-less moniker. Joe Buck,
beloved lower Broadway alcoholic and old “My
Day” character, looking like his thinner, happier
cousin: he’s quit drinking. Webb’s daughter, a
pleasant 40-ish woman, who says she is pleased
with our rough vocals. At some point Gail puts on
a very early recording of Webb’s – “Let’s all just
listen and remember what this record is about,”
she says – and everything stops. The sounds
from the speakers are from another planet
altogether, strange and striking. The sounds
we’ve been making all day aren’t a thing like
these sounds. They couldn’t be, even if you did
record them as fast, on the same gear, through
the same cruddy console, and onto same cruddy
two-track machine. To get these sounds, just for
starters, you’d have to be reborn as a filthy poor
nobody in a godforsaken heat trap in the middle
of the worst part of the 20th century. Then you’d
have to get your head good and fucked up by
religion. Then you’d start pounding out your
religion- and poverty-fuelled fucked-uppedness
on a junky parlour piano until you gradually
became a kind of sideshow prodigy, electrified
with ambition and ready to destroy any living thing
standing between your parlour and the nearest
flophouse with a milk-crate stage.

Really, they’re all impossibly good. Good
specifically in that session veteran way –
Perfection In Three Steps. PITS is the one and
only exhibit in the case in favour of Nashville’s
existence. Nowhere else in the world is musical
flawlessness achieved this quickly every hour of
every working day. Step one: Listen to the demo
and record the song (passable performance).
Step two: Verify a few ambiguous parts of the
chart and record a second pass (good
performance). Step three: Tell a 50-year-old joke
that was correctly deemed lame 50 years ago
and record the song perfectly. Total time, twenty
minutes, or twenty-three if the joke is the one that
ends, “Now THAT’s the way to wave a towel!” We
do the standard three takes, Joy and me sharing
a mike in the vocal booth (reminiscent of my
Trout Fishing in America moment with George,
the mike is placed equidistant between my
clavicle and a wisp of hair sticking off the top of
her head), and the scientists of sound out on the
floor mathematically laying it down. Then Gail
says it’s 90% dead on, and we listen to it back.
Yes, it does sound pretty good. But PITS protocol
does not necessarily govern the recording of
vocals, and these sound improvable to me.
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charts with classic singles such as ‘Brand New
Consul Mark 2’, ‘Achin’ All Over’, ‘ Woman, I Bet I
Can Make Your Knees Tremble’ and the number
one smash ‘Trouser Flappin’ Papa’. Then, in
1962, scandal blighted his career (for the reasons
why, check out T.F.T.W. 15). Now Brigadier Brian
Bunberg, the self-styled Svengali of Rock'n'Roll,
comes to resurrect both his and Daines’ careers,
masterminding a plan to put Daines back at the
top. The new CD, Daines’ first album in forty
years, is entitled “Chuck Is Back” and has
generated encouraging reviews from such radical
music magazines as Q, Mojo and Smash Hits. In
an exclusive interview for 'Tales From The
Woods', Jamie Theakston asks the questions on
everyone’s lips; will he get the answers?

Gail has at least one foot on that planet. Born just
after the good war in a place called Broken Bow,
Oklahoma, she was left behind by her musician
father when she was little. She broke into the
business singing back-up for Roger Miller, and
with friends like Goldie Hill and Jeannie Seely,
she definitely wears the old-school colours. Her
poorer-than-thou stage rap (“We were so poor,”
she says on her live record, “we used to have to
take peanut butter and syrup stirred up and sop it
with a cold leftover biscuit and that was our
dinner – now you’ve never been that poor, have
you?”) sounds perhaps a tad hucksterish, but
what’s as straight-up old-school as a po’ folks
stage rap? With food mixed into it?
After Webb’s nasal tenor falls away, the
musicians return to their posts and Gail goes to
the vocal booth to do a guide vocal on a ballad
that someone else will eventually sing. Her
gentle, precise delivery floats back to Joy and me
and the others in the control room.

Jamie

“She’s a good singer,” says Joy.

Jamie

BB
Jamie
BB

“So natural,” says somebody else. “Pure and
natural.” Her guide vocal is like mine was, a
performance, an unnecessary performance. Her
air is carefully rationed and her pitch is steady.
She sounds sort of happy, although the words to
the song are sad. All of us are rapt during this
disorienting moment: the coach has joined the
game.

BB

Jamie
BB

(to be continued)









BUNBERG INTERVIEWED!
Jamie
BB

First he managed Lulu, Sandie Shaw, Clodagh
Rogers and then he managed Samantha Fox
until his back went. After a spell in hospital he
resumed his managerial career. In a seedy
Wickford bar he spotted a Chicory Tip tribute
band called Tickery Chip, offered his services
and guided them to instant obscurity.
Disillusioned, he quit. No, nay, never, no more,
he said. That is, until recently. Just a few months
ago he was persuaded to come out of retirement
and oversee (and more specifically revitalise) the
career of someone who was one of THE kings of
British Rock'n'Roll. A contemporary of Marty
Wilde, Johnny Kidd, Vince Taylor, Craig Douglas
and Julian X, Chuck Daines was a major star,
renowned for his wild and suggestive stage act.

Jamie

BB

Between 1959 and 1962 he was rarely out of the
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Brigadier Bumbag, I’ll start by asking
you…
BUNBERG!
Brigadier Bunbag, I was going to…
50 grand did you say? Well, that’s fine
for me and my staff but what about mah
boy?
Don’t you think it’s a bit risky creating a
comeback for someone who hasn’t
released a decent record in forty years?
Hell no. Look at Cliff Richard. Ha! No,
I’m quite confident that, with my
managerial know-how and mah boy’s
unique
charisma,
we’ll
be
an
unstoppable force.
How did the two of you link up?
Well, a year or two back I saw Chuck
performing with Dart and the guys at the
Conservative Club in Pyrford, doing all
those rockin’ classics he’s known for
and I’m thinkin’, this guy’s still got it!
The voice, the magnetism, oh Jammy, it
was great. And I thought, well, it’s worth
taking another chance ‘cos the guy is
sensational… I mean, he’s like a white
Elvis Presley!
Er… yeah.
And following a highly productive
meeting at the Pyrford Tandoori, we
thrashed out a deal.
Brigadier Bunberg, criticism has been
levelled at you for your rather heavyhanded style of management, not least
by Chuck himself who claims that you
have threatened him with physical
violence.
Well, you have to assert your authority
at times, you know. But as Chuck said, I
bought him the latest CD releases by
Frankie Avalon, Ricky Nelson and Jess
Conrad and he seemed very happy.
And yes, I’ll buy him a vindaloo or
madras at Hemsby. And all the prune
juice he can drink! I’m sure he’ll enjoy it
and the show later on.

Jamie
BB

Jamie
BB

previously un-issued performances, the first
being a solid version of Bill Basie’s ‘Jumpin' At
The Woodside’ by the Jerry Brent Orchestra. His
other contribution to this collection, Benny
Goodman’s ‘Roll ‘Em’, was recorded and
released in 1946. The second new track is by
Vido Musso, a seasoned jazz player who blew
sax for Benny Goodman and Stan Kenton. ‘Vido's
Boogie’ is a reasonable attempt at a booting sax
instrumental. Lastly Oscar McLollie who, for me,
provides the best musical moments in the set,
brings us Take 7 of ‘Hey Lolly Lolly’.

Is it true you negotiated for Chuck to
headline at the Rockers Reunion?
Well, with that, some you win, some you
lose. Maybe I’ll try to get him on at
Hemsby. He deserves a spot in the
Queen Vic at least. But, failing that, we
can always try for other venues like the
Rockabilly Rave, Rhythm Riot, Circus
Tavern… anyway, once the album goes
double platinum, the world’s our oyster.
Brigadier Brian Bunberg, thank you.
You’re more than welcome. By the way,
have you seen Britney Spears in
“Crossroads” yet? Tell you what; she
plays a mean slide guitar!







Of the other McLollie offerings, I especially liked
‘The Honey Jump’ which was clearly inspired by
Joe Liggins’ classic ‘Honeydripper’ and also the
brilliant ‘All That Oil In Texas’. Meanwhile, there’s
a fine version of ‘Rag Mop’ by Joe Lutcher who
also recorded for Specialty and we hear young
Jimmy Witherspoon from 1949, with ‘Jump
Children’, a song clearly based on ‘Good Rockin’
Tonight’. Lillie Greenwood is a name familiar to
me through her Federal release ‘Granma Can
Boogie Too’. ‘Boogie All Night Long’ from 1950 is
a great jiver with a super vocal. Gene Phillips
apparently played guitar on Percy Mayfield’s 1950
classic ‘Please Send Me Someone To Love’ and
his three tracks are all top-drawer jive material.
Indeed, I hear ‘Rock Bottom’ at the 100 Club
quite often. Jim Wynn, a tenor sax man from Los
Angeles, offers a mid-tempo blues ‘Cold Blooded
Boogie’. Blinky Allen is a tenorman from the Big
Jay McNeely/Joe Houston school, and ‘Chop
House’ has more than a few shrieks and grunts
on display.



C.D. REVIEWS

Let’s Jump! Swingin’ Humdingers From
Modern Records – Various – Ace CDCMD809
Ike Carpenter Orchestra with Lucky Thompson Take The 'A' Train | Gene Phillips & His Rhythm
Aces - Big Fat Mama | Oscar McLollie & His Honey
Jumpers - The Honey Jump (Parts 1 & 2) | Jerry
Brent & his Orchestra - Jumpin' At The Woodside |
Lillie Greenwood - Boogie All Night Long | Vido
Musso - Vido's Boogie | Oscar McLollie & His Honey
Jumpers - All That Oil In Texas | Jimmy
Witherspoon with Buddy Floyd's Orchestra - Jump
Children | Howard McGhee with Teddy Edwards Groovin' High (Parts 1 & 2) | Gene Phillips - Rock
Bottom | Joe Lutcher and his Orchestra - Rag Mop |
Oscar McLollie & his Honey Jumpers - Lolly Pop |
Ike Carpenter & his Orchestra - Things Ain't What
They Used To Be | Jim Wynn - Cold Blooded Boogie |
Oscar McLollie & His Honey Jumpers - Wiggle Toe |
Benny Carter Orchestra with Ben Webster - Cotton
Tail | Gene Phillips & His Rhythm Aces - Hey Lawdy
Mama | Jimmy Nelson - Meet Me With Your Black
Dress On | Blinky Allen & His Orchestra - Chop
House | Jerry Brent & His Orchestra - Roll 'Em |
Oscar McLollie & his Honey Jumpers - Hey Lolly
Lolly | Marvin & Johnny - Tick Tock | The Flairs Gettin' High | Benny Carter Orchestra with Ben
Webster - Time Out For The Blues | Jimmy Jackson
All-Stars - Deep Purple |

More jazzy sounds are provided by Howard
McGhee and Teddy Edwards. Benny Carter’s
orchestra with the usually sedate Ben Webster in
a more fiery mode with Duke Ellington’s ‘Cotton
Tail’. Ike Carpenter’s band also pay strong
tributes to the Duke with ‘Take The 'A' Train’ and
‘Things Ain't What They Used To Be’ and the
Jimmy Jackson All-Stars offer a gentle reading of
the standard ‘Deep Purple’. The whole package
is rounded out with tasty stuff by Jimmy ‘T-99’
Nelson, Marvin and Johnny and the late, great
Richard Berry with The Flairs. The booklet notes
are provided by Billy Vera who wrote essays for
many (if not all) of the Specialty releases to
appear on Ace through the years. A highly
interesting release and, as I’ve said, the ‘lindyhoppers’ will love it.

Jimmy Jones ‘Good Timin’ The Anthology –
Jimmy Jones – Castle CMEDD336

Here’s a CD that will be welcomed especially by
those who frequent the Jiving Jamboree, the
Rhythm Riot and the weekend sessions at the
100 Club. 24 hot slices of rhythm’n’blues and a
little jazz from some legendary jazz names, all
taken from the Modern label. There’s a trio of

Handy Man | Search Is Over | Good Timin' | My
Precious Angel | That's When I Cried | I Just Go For
You | Itchin' For Love | Ee I Ee I Oh | For You | Ready
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including Vee-Jay (‘No Insurance’), Roulette
(‘Walkin’ which has achieved a degree of
popularity on the northern soul circuit and was
issued in the U.K. on Columbia in ’64) and Rojac.
This material occupies most of the second CD
and, of most interest to me, there’s a fine,
stomping workout on Huey Smith’s ‘Don't You
Just Know It’ (released on Parkway) and great
versions of Buddy Holly’s ‘True Love Ways’ and
the Showmen’s ‘39 21 46 Shape’, all dating from
the mid to late ‘60s. The remainder of CD 2 are
‘70s/’80s recordings and, though Jimmy’s voice is
in fine shape, the material (including
‘Handyman’s Back In Town’) generally left me
cold. But there is so much to enjoy in this
collection, which contains some excellent sounds
from the poppier side of R&B from a highly
under-rated artist. Informative sleeve notes come
courtesy of one Laurence Cane-Honeysett and
the release deserves to nestle in your shelves.

For Love | Wondrous Place | Never Had It So Good |
Where In The World | Then I'll Know | Too Long Will
Be Too Late | I Told You So | You Got It | Dear One | I
Say Love | Holler Hey | Mr Music Man | You're Much
Too Young | Nights Of Mexico | Good Timin' (alt) |
Whenever You Need Me | You For Me To Love | Mr
Fix It | No Insurance (For A Broken Heart) | Pardon Me
| Walkin' | I Depend On You | Pardon Me (alt) | Don't
You Just Know It | Dynamite | Dynamite (alt) | 39 21
46 Shape | Personal Property | True Love Ways |
Snap My Fingers | Moving On Down The Line | Send
Her Back To Me | Candy Land | Handyman’s Back In
Town | Big Leg Woman | I Need You Baby | The
Maker Made | That Was My Mistake | Tell Me Why
(Parts 1 & 2)

At last! A definitive, comprehensive Jimmy Jones
collection. This 2 CD set comprises 48 tracks cut
by the ‘Handy Man’ over a 36 year period, from
1959 to 1995. JJ was born in Birmingham,
Alabama in June 1942. He moved with his family
to New York in the early to mid-fifties and, in
1955, he joined his first vocal group, the Sparks
of Rhythm and he sang lead on a few sides that
saw release ion the Apollo label including an
early prototype of ‘Handy Man’. Twelve months
later he became lead singer with a new vocal
outfit called the Pretenders. Over the next three
to four years this group recorded a variety of
sides that saw release on a number of New York
based indies, including Savoy, Roma and Apt.
Maybe one day some company i.e. Relic will
issue the complete Pretenders collection; no
such CD exists as far as I am aware. In 1959,
Jones broke away to go solo and signed with the
major MGM label in the states. With considerable
help from the legendary songwriter Otis
Blackwell, who in fact contributed the whistling
part on the original recording, Jimmy rewrote
‘Handy Man’, re-recorded it and, along with the Bside ‘The Search Is Over’, it became Jimmy
Jones’ first release for the MGM subsidiary, Cub.

Ricky Nelson – The American Dream – Bear
Family BCD16196FL
After some considerable delay, this six CD box
set from Bear Family, containing all of Ricky
Nelson’s recorded output for the Verve and
Imperial labels plus a few rarities recorded for
other labels under a nom-de-plume between
1957 and 1962, finally hit the shops at the back
end of last year. Typically, Bear Family have
issued a superlative product; in addition to the
presentation of the CDs, set in both single and
double cases, there is also a 176 page LP sized
hardback (yes… hardback) book, itself a work of
art, which contains many rare and never before
seen photos, a comprehensive text by Todd
Everett and discography by label boss Richard
Weize, also some original articles and front
covers primarily from the States. Add to that a
vast selection of rare single/EP/LP covers from
all over the world and you’ve got one hell of a
product.

It went to top ten on both sides of the pond.
‘Handy Man’ went on to become a much covered
song, with versions (most successfully) by Del
Shannon and James Taylor among others. The
follow up, ‘Good Timin’, went top three in the U.S.
and sped to the top of the U.K. charts in summer
1960, encouraging a successful U.K. tour that
autumn. However, subsequent releases on MGM
achieved either modest chart success or, more
commonly, none at all. The cream of the MGM
crop are on display in this anthology, including
the original ‘Wondrous Place’, successfully
covered over here by Billy Fury, plus what’s
thought to be a stereo alternate of ‘Good Timin’. I
disagree; I would say it was a drier alternate mix
of the single take. What say you, Funkster?

CD 1. By the time of Ricky’s first recording he
was already one of the top radio and TV stars in
the States, thanks to the success of the Nelson
family show, “The Adventures Of Ozzie And
Harriet”. The three songs that kick started Ricky’s
recording career on Verve formed (along with a
relatively undistinguished instrumental ‘Honey
Rock’) the first two singles. These were also
released in the U.K. on HMV to literally no
response and, although his version of Fats’ ‘I’m
Walkin’ rocks along agreeably, ‘Teenager's
Romance’ and ‘You're My One And Only Love’
are quite nondescript. A group of seasoned jazz
players led by guitarist Barney Kessel backed up
Ricky on this session and a similar situation
prevailed with ‘Be Bop Baby’, ‘Have I Told You

Following his split from MGM in 1962, Jones
spent the rest of the ‘60s recording and
producing himself, then licensing the finished
masters to a number of record companies,
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Lately That I Love You’ and ‘If You Can't Rock
Me’, the first born from the new deal with Lew
Chudd’s Imperial label to whom Ricky signed in
the summer of 1957. ‘I’m Walkin’ and ‘Be Bop
Baby’ were huge, massive hits in the States and
in September, Ricky and the studio band
(including the legendary axe-man Joe Maphis)
were hard at work cutting songs for a debut
album. This first album “Ricky” was released
towards the end of ’57 and featured a mixture of
rockers and ballads. The ballads such as ‘True
Love’ and ‘I'm Confessin’ are pleasant enough
but the rockers work best, with Joe Maphis
sounding great on ‘Boppin' The Blues’ and
especially ‘Stood Up’ and ‘Waitin' In School’
which, as a double sided single, rates as one of
Rock'n'Roll’s greatest A and B sides. In the new
year though, there was a significant change. Bob
Luman’s band defected to Ricky’s side and, with
the help of the Jordanaires, this band (James
Burton – lead guitar, Gene Garf – piano, James
Kirkland – bass and Ritchie Frost – drums)
provided the backdrop for arguably Ricky’s alltime career best recordings. Despite fillers such
as ‘I'll Walk Alone’ and ‘Unchained Melody’, the
second album imaginatively titled “Ricky Nelson”
is awash with superb tracks such as ‘Believe
What You Say’ (one of a number of songs
submitted to Ricky by Johnny and Dorsey
Burnette), ‘My Bucket's Got A Hole In It’, ‘Shirley
Lee’ and a towering version of Willie Dixon’s ‘My
Babe’ which closes CD 1. With influences such
as Carl Perkins and Sonny Burgess, Ricky
Nelson had an understanding of Rock'n'Roll that
was truly second to none.

highlights of CD 3 are for me the remainder of
the songs from “Songs By Ricky” with ‘Half Breed’
and ‘Long Vacation’ outstanding in particular. As
for the tracks that made up the “More Songs By
…” album, well there are peaks and troughs,
that’s for sure. Though ‘Hey Pretty Baby’ and
‘Ain't Nothin' But Love’ move along with urgency,
generally speaking the raw edge that Ricky
possessed on the second, third and fourth
albums had been stifled somewhat with a brass
section and vocal groups added to the basic
band,
playing
standards
with
M.O.R.
arrangements. Indeed real Rock'n'Roll was being
swept aside at that point in favour of nice
inoffensive guys with names like Frankie, Fabian
and Bobby, singing nice inoffensive songs. Good
Rock'n'Roll records were being made but few
reached the charts. Anyhow, CD 3 also contains
the four songs that made up the “Spirituals” EP of
1960 (quite a rare item) and I always enjoyed
‘Glory Train’. The one track not originally issued
at the time, a version of Jimmie Davis’ ‘You Are
My Sunshine’ first appeared on the “Legacy”
collection.

CD 2 covers ‘I'm In Love Again’ from “Ricky
Nelson” through to ‘Blood From A Stone’ from the
fourth album “Songs By Ricky”. By the time of the
excellent third album, 1959’s “Ricky Sings Again”,
our man was a major league Rock'n'Roll star with
several million sellers under his belt in the U.S.
and, thanks to top ten hits such as ‘Poor Little
Fool’, ‘Someday (You'll Want Me To Want You)’
and ‘It's Late’ released on London-American, us
Brits had fallen under his spell too. Many of the
songs on CD 2 are quintessential Ricky and so
much can be said about the music but I’ll just
highlight the tracks, not originally issued, on this
CD. For instance the slightly faster version of
‘Lonesome Town’, the studio master of ‘Cindy’,
the then new song ‘Gloomy Sunday’ and
alternative takes of ‘Just A Little Too Much’ and
‘I've Been Thinkin' first appeared on the “Legacy”
set in 2000 while the alternative ‘Sweeter Than
You’ (with intro) cropped up on the “Legendary
Masters” set in 1990.

Joe Osborn finally gets to meet Bunter in
Shreveport, Louisiana back in August 1991

CD 4 kicks off with ‘You Are The Only One’ and a
blistering version of ‘Milk Cow Blues’, a real
return to rockin’ form. By the end of 1960, Ray
Johnson had replaced Gene Garf at the piano
stool and bassman James Kirkland made way for
Joe Osborn, a Louisiana lad who has worked with
many rockers (as well as Rock'n'Rollers) through
the years. Indeed, it’s Joe you hear on the double
sided smasheroonie ‘Hello Mary Lou’ / ‘Travellin'
Man’ from ’61. This CD collects all of the tracks
that formed the “Rick Is 21” album plus some of
the tracks that were included on 1962’s “Album
Seven” (listen to ‘Summertime’ and discover
where Ritchie Blackmore purloined the riff for
‘Black Night’!) and a few single tracks. The CD
concludes with what purports to be Version 2 of
‘I've Got My Eyes On You’ (originally the B-side of
the ‘Teenage Idol’ single) getting its first release
in this collection. Me, I can’t spot any difference
from the released take, dunno ‘bout you! ‘Sweet
Little Lovable You’ first reached our ears on the
“Legacy” set.

CD 3 goes from ‘You'll Never Know What You're
Missing’ from “Songs By Ricky” up to and
including ‘I'm All Through With You’ from the
“More Songs By Ricky” set of 1960. The
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Me To Want You) | Stars Fell On Alabama | Stood Up | Stop
Sneakin' Around | Summertime | Sure Fire Bet | Sweet Little
Lovable You | Sweeter Than You | Tears | Teenage Doll |
Teenage Idol | Teenager's Romance | Thank You Darling |
That Warm Summer Night | That's All | There Goes My Baby
| There's Good Rockin' Tonight | There's Not A Minute | Time
After Time | Today's Teardrops | Travellin' Man | True Love |
Trying To Get To You | Unchained Melody | Waitin' In School
| When Your Lover Has Gone | Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On
| Wonder Like You | Yes Sir That's My Baby | You Are My
Sunshine | You Are The Only One | You Tear Me Up | You'll
Never Know What You're Missing | Young Emotions | Young
World | Your True Love | You're My One And Only Love |
You're So Fine

CDs 5 and 6 are set in a double case as opposed
to the single cases of CDs 1 to 4. CD 5 contains
the remaining few songs from the last Imperial
session in ’62 plus two rare singles in which
Ricky was involved under an alias. ‘Scratchin' /
‘Tears’ was released on the Hollywood based
Challenge label in the spring of ’61 and featured
Ricky alongside Glen Campbell, Dave Burgess
and members of the Champs who were
collectively The Fleas. A further single with the
same line-up appeared on Challenge late in ’61.
The titles were ‘Doggone It’ and ‘Desire’ and
these were issued as being by The Trophies.
Elsewhere, not only do we hear ‘Brand New Girl’
from “Legacy” but, for the first time, we get some
out takes as well. Also making their CD debut are
the soundtrack recordings from “Rio Bravo” (with
Dean Martin and Walter Brennan) plus a
selection of live performances from “The
Adventures Of Ozzie And Harriet” TV shows
(some of which feature Lorrie Collins).

Boppin’ Brian









Show Review – Huelyn Duvall at
the New Circle Club,
Beckenham, Kent – 24th
February 2002
Following his successful appearance at last
October’s Hemsby weekender, Huelyn Duvall
made a swift return to dear old blighty to play two
rd
shows. The first was on Saturday, February 23 ,
in which he was backed by the Polecats while the
second show found him in the intimate
surroundings of the New Circle Club in
Beckenham, Kent which to my immense pleasure
had reasonable bar prices. The latter show is the
subject of this review. No less than the
Houserockers
were
given
the
job
of
accompanying
this
friendly,
personable
gentleman whose best known material originally
appeared on Challenge Records, home of the
Champs, on whose record ‘Tequila’ Huelyn
apparently participated, shouting out the song’s
title at the end.

CD 6 rounds up the residue of out takes from the
“Legendary Masters” sets of 1990/91 plus some
newly discovered out takes from the Verve and
Imperial sessions. Among these are the backing
tracks for ‘Believe What You Say’, ‘I've Been
Thinkin' and ‘Just A Little Too Much’ – quite
handy if you fancy singing. Karaoke anyone? Oh
yes, while I think of it, back on CD 2 there’s a
“stereo mix” of ‘It’s Late’ and it seems that the hit
version was formed from two incomplete takes;
the latter half of this “stereo” cut is new to my
ears. Anyway, to conclude, huge congrats are in
order to Bear Family for issuing this wonderful
anthology. Expect to pay around £120-£130 for
the box but if, like me, you’re a mega-fan, it’s an
essential purchase. Ah, let’s dig it now!

But that was then and this is now. Rob, Wayne
and Ritchie opened the proceedings with a
typically brisk attacking set, combining tried and
trusted set favourites such as ‘Sneaky Pete’ and
‘We’re Gonna Boogie’ with a few (to me) rarely
played covers like ‘I Got A Woman’, played
Elvis/Eddie Bond style and Jack Earl’s ‘Slow
Down’. I enjoyed in particular ‘A Movie Star’, a
song from the “Somethin’ Special” album and
they closed out with a storming romp through
Billy Barrix’s ‘Cool Off Baby’. Another sterling
performance from this remarkable band.

Again | Ain't Nothin' But Love | Am I Blue | Baby I'm Sorry |
Baby Won't You Please Come Home | Baby You Don't Know
| Be Bop Baby | Be True To Me | Believe What You Say |
Blood From A Stone | Boppin' The Blues | Brand New Girl |
Break My Chain | Christmas Song | Cindy | Congratulations |
Desire | Do You Know What It Means To Miss New Orleans |
Doggone It | Don't Leave Me | Don't Leave Me This Way |
Down The Line | Everlovin' | Everybody But Me | Excuse Me
Baby | Gloomy Sunday | Glory Train | Half Breed | Have I
Told You Lately That I Love You | Hello Mary Lou | Here I Go
Again | Hey Pretty Baby | History Of Love | Honeycomb | I
Bowed My Head In Shame | I Can't Help It | I Can't Stop
Loving You | I Got A Feeling | I Need You | I Wanna Be
Loved | I'd Climb The Highest Mountain | If You Believe It | If
You Can't Rock Me | I'll Make Believe | I'll Walk Alone | I'm
All Through With You | I'm Confessin' | I'm Feelin' Sorry | I'm
In Love Again | I'm Not Afraid | I'm Walkin' | It's All In The
Game | It's Late | It's Up To You | I've Been Thinkin' | I've Got
My Eyes On You | Jingle Bells | Just A Little Too Much | Just
Because | Lonesome Town | Long Vacation | Lucky Star |
Mad Mad World | Make Believe | March With The Band Of
The Lord | Mighty Good | Milk Cow Blues | My Babe | My
Bucket's Got A Hole In It | My One Desire | My Rifle My Pony
And Me | Never Be Anyone Else But You | Oh Yeah I'm In
Love | Old Enough To Love | One Minute To One | One Of
These Mornings | Poor Little Fool | Poor Loser | Proving My
Love | Restless Kid | Right By My Side | Scratchin' |
Sevillanas | Shirley Lee | So Long | Someday (You'll Want

And so, after a short break, the Houserockers
took the stage again, augmented by the rockin’
maestro of the 88s, Thomas Lavelle, to back up
Mr D. who got down to business straight away
with ‘Suzie’s House’ and ‘Teen Queen’. Duvall
then expressed his concern at the New Circle
having the gross misfortune to be situated
opposite Beckenham Crematorium. Plenty of life
in this crowd though, as songs old and new
followed on. ‘Let’s Make A Block’ is from Huelyn’s
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recent album, “She’s My Baby” and is a good
rocker in the Challenge mould. The album’s title
track was also given a good airing, as were fellow
newies ‘I Love Her So’ and ‘Surrounded’. There
were also a few tasty covers featured as well.
‘Bertha Lou’, borrowed from Clint Miller rather
than Johnny Faire, plus ‘Lawdy Miss Clawdy’
which sounded particularly strong. There was
also a song that leaned towards Roy Orbison’s
‘Go Go Go’ rather than Jerry Lee’s ‘Down The
Line’.

come 1970 was residing in Canada, an
acquaintance of Ronnie Hawkins, and laying
down some outright dirty blues.
Today, Matt is based in Florida and plays gigs
regularly. He made an appearance at the
Rock’n’Roll festival in Las Vegas last year and
demonstrated that he still retains his rockin' edge
and original style.
© Tony Wilkinson
March 2002

But it was the Challenge classics that we’d all
come to hear and we weren’t disappointed.
‘Friday Night On A Dollar Bill’, ‘Comin’ Or Goin’,
‘Pucker Paint’, ‘Juliet’, ‘It’s No Wonder’ – all
superbly done (but still no ‘Life Begins At 4
O’clock’ though!) He encored with the inevitable
‘Three Months To Kill’ and a tribute to the Black
Leather Rebel, ‘Lotta Lovin’, concluded an
enjoyable show. Hope to be back at the New
th
Circle Club on May 26 to witness a show
featuring Matt ‘I’m Movin’ On’ Lucas. Stick it in yer
diary!
Boppin’ Brian
(No mention of the nursery rhyme interlude I
notice – H)









MATT LUCAS
by Tony Wilkinson
Matt is multitalented and can be best described
as a rockin' rollin' blues-singing drummer. Born
circa 1935 and raised in Poplar Bluff, Missouri,
he found himself in Memphis in 1959 where he
made his first record, the tasty 'Tradin' Kisses',
for the Roland Janes label Good Records.

Check out Tony’s views for yourself
on Sunday 26th May at the New Circle
Club, 175 Elmers End Road,
Beckenham, Kent. Ring 020 8658 3496
for further details. As Bunter said,
“Stick it in yer diary!”

Fast forward to late 1962 and Matt was the
drummer with the Narvel Felts band. The group
was
cutting
various
tracks
with
the
aforementioned Roland Janes. Matt tried his
hand at recording Hank Snow's 'I'm Moving' On'
and produced a unique and original high energy
rockin' version which was released in Memphis
on the Renay label. Picked up and promoted by
Rufus Thomas in his DJ role, the record started
to take off and was acquired by Smash Records
for national distribution. It became a big stateside
hit and overnight the group became Matt Lucas
featuring Narvel Felts on guitar.









HUELYN DUVALL
THE HOUSEROCKERS
The New Circle Club, Elmers End Road, Kent
Sunday, 24th February 2002
by Tony Wilkinson
Subtitled “The Alternative View from Mr. Happy”

The follow up was again an original interpretation
of 'Ooby Dooby', a reasonable success and Matt
went solo. Still being recorded by Janes, he
switched to Dot Records in 1963 and scored with
his versions of 'Maybelline/Put Me Down' and
'Turn On Your Lovelight'. This was the last of his
chart hitting days but he continued to record and

It was first time for Rock’n’Roll at a new venue,
namely The New Circle Club, Elmers End Road,
Beckenham, Kent. Swine of a place to find, as is
virtually anywhere in this area of South East
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London/Kent due to lack of sign posting, but once
inside the efforts were clearly worth while. Nice
acoustics and atmosphere plus a well stocked
bar, near paradise.

fondness; he is great on both record and stage.
For those interested, check out his web site at
www.HuelynDuvall.com.
The next American original to appear at The New
Circle Club is Matt Lucas on Sunday, 26th May
2002. See you there.
© Tony Wilkinson,
March 2002
(Still no info on the nursery rhyme debacle – H)

For the opening night, the acts were The
Houserockers and, making a quickish return
visit after his successful headlining appearance
at Hemsby last October, Texas Rock’n’Roll
legend Huelyn Duvall. The Houserockers were
first up on stage for their own set and clearly
tailored their act to the audience in that it was
more rockabilly orientated than the blues driven
performances by the outfit that I have seen in
recent times. This was a tasty set by Rob
Glazebrook and the boys, an ideal warm up for
Huelyn. Their efforts were clearly appreciated by
the applause gained.









HUELYN DUVALL
"She's My Baby"
Brazos Valley Records BV3020
Playing Time: 28.28
She's My Baby | Face To Face | Magic Spell | My
Love | It Wasn't Me | Surrounded | I Love Her So |
Let's Make A Block | Does She Love Me | Hey
Brutus

Then it was time for the star of the evening,
Huelyn Duvall, and from the outset he
demonstrated that he was clearly enjoying
himself. He kicked off with 'Susie's House' and
'Teen Queen' and then followed this with 'Let's
Make A Block' from his CD of new recordings
titled 'She's My Baby'. This is a fine rockin'
number and Huelyn explained that the title means
let's get going, the block in question being the
way the streets in the USA are set out. Next was
Huelyn's excellent workout on 'Friday Night On A
Dollar Bill' and his interpretation of 'Bertha Lou'
which he aligned with the Clint Miller version and
this was good. Perhaps, Huelyn may care to
record this tune one day. By now the pattern for
the night was established, a mixture of his
Challenge and Starfire cuts from the fifties,
selections from the aforementioned 'She's My
Baby' CD and his interpretations of other
Rock’n’Roll classics. Duvall was perhaps even
more inspired than his Hemsby appearance as
his increased confidence was apparent. There
were bags of his unique jerky stage movements
and his voice had not lost any of its urgency from
the fifties.

"The Best Of Huelyn Duvall
1957 - 1958"
Brazos Valley Records BV 3030
Playing Time: 27.59
Three Months To Kill | Little Boy Blue | Teen
Queen | Comin' Or Goin' | Boom Boom Baby |
Pucker Paint | Juliet | Friday Night On A Dollar Bill
| Hum-m-m-m-Dinger | You Knock Me Out |
Fool's Hall Of Fame | It's No Wonder | Susie's
House
Hot on the heels of Huelyn's triumphant
headlining performance at the UK Hemsby
Rock’n’Roll festival in October 2001 come two
new CD releases. "The Best Of " compilation is,
apart from two tracks, taken from the master
tapes of the recordings he made for the
Challenge label in Nashville and at the Gold Star
Recording Studios, Hollywood during 1957 and
1958. As such, the quality is crystal clear and
represents
some
marvellous
Rock’n’Roll
recordings.

The Huelyn originals rolled on with 'She's My
Baby', his biggest seller 'Little Boy Blue', a
splendid 'I Love Her So', and top notch
treatments of 'Comin' Or Goin' and 'Pucker Paint'
which drew an enthusiastic response from the
punters at this well attended event. The backing
was provided by The Houserockers, augmented
by Thomas LaVelle on piano who provided solid
support. 'Juliet', 'Down The Line/Go Go Go' and
'Lawdy Miss Clawdy' came next before launching
into a top notch 'It's No Wonder'. The set closed
out with 'Three Months To Kill', which was slightly
marred by a tempo change part way through, and
a fine 'Lotta Lovin'.

The European cult rockin' classic ‘Three Months
To Kill’ cut at his final recording session for the
label never sounded better and neither have the
jerky vocals on ‘Pucker Paint’, ‘Juliet’ or ‘Boom
Boom Baby’ (subsequently a hit for Crash
Craddock). In essence this is a reissue of the CD
"Is You Is Or Is You Ain't" which appeared on the
US Sundazed label in 1996. However the
alternative versions of ‘Teen Queen’ and ‘Fools
Hall Of Fame’ have been dropped in favour of the
great rocker ‘It's No Wonder’, which was released
on the Starfire label, and the equally good
‘Susie's House’, both of which were cut at the
Clifford Herring Studios, Fort Worth, Texas in
1958. This is the best that they have ever
sounded.

I have been an admirer of Huelyn Duvall's music
since I first heard 'Three Months To Kill'. This and
his Hemsby performances served to cement this
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Sleeve notes this time around are by Dave
Burgess, the head honcho for The Champs, who
remarks that Huelyn was on the final yell on
‘Tequila’ and was one of the back up vocalists on
the flip ‘Train To Nowhere’. File under essential.

to now are all Jerry Lee Lewis numbers, mainly
his Sun stuff and 'live' album tracks of the mid60s.
For me, Country Music is very relaxing, and I
tend to prefer the slow, tuneful, some would even
say maudlin stuff. Somehow it releases my
emotions, and reaches out to me like soul and
blues does for some others. Like these two
idioms, good Country Music talks about life as it
is and people as they really are, including all their
faults and the tragedies they face in life, unlike
much pop music, and indeed Rock’n’Roll, which
seems to revolve mainly around the joys, trials
and tribulations of young love.

On the CD of new recordings, "She's My Baby",
Huelyn has clearly set out to capture the spirit of
his fifties recordings and it is pleasing to be able
to say (like the recent recordings by both Vernon
Taylor and Billy Adams) he has succeeded.
Recorded this year in Azle, Texas, Huelyn has
employed some choice musicians including a
reunion with hot piano player Charlie O'Bannion
who was an original Chapparals. The title track
rocks away like crazy, complete with a pounding
of the eighty eights and some great lead guitar
from John MacDonald. ‘Face To Face’ is an
almost calypso number, written by a very young
Johnny Vallis, and suits Duvall's jerky vocal style
as does ‘Magic Spell’, a nice mid-paced rocker.
‘My Love’ is a teen beat ballad and ‘It Wasn't Me’
is a nice bouncy rockin' number.

It is only in the last 10 years, however, that I
discovered a whole new generation of Country
Music artists via London's Country 1035 radio
station. (You have to call it Ritz 1035 now – H)
Sadly, New Country has now gone so middle-ofthe-road pop that I haven't listened to this radio
station regularly for a couple of years. Whenever
I do turn it on, or watch the CMA Awards on TV, it
just confirms my view that over 90% of New
Country is now a tuneless dirge with very few
outstanding songs; everything sounds alike to
me, and totally nondescript. So I prefer the
traditional Country artists, plus a selection of New
Country from a few years ago before it sold out
completely to the pop market and lost all
connexions with tradition.

A personal favourite is ‘Surrounded’, which is a
fine up-tempo rocker, whilst the rockabilly
workout on ‘I Love Her So’ could have been
recorded for Challenge, it is that good. More good
Rock’n’Roll is served up with the dance tune
‘Let's Make A Block’ and ‘Does She Love Me’
which is a slowish, almost beat ballad. ‘Hey
Brutus’, complete with a Bo Diddley type beat,
was recorded as a demo in the fifties but on this
occasion has a fuller sound and is the better for
it. Huelyn's voice has got a little deeper since he
first recorded but is still packed with his unique
styling. A most enjoyable release which comes
complete with some tasty photos from the fifties.

My partner used to say I had a mental block in
the 1950s and wouldn't listen to any artists who
came to prominence since then. This was
essentially true - I lost all interest in pop music
after 1962 with the advent of The Beatles and the
Merseybeat era, so really the only new records I
bought and listened to were Jerry Lee Lewis
albums. Sadly, these started to dry up after 1984.
So New Country did give me a brief, new lease of
record-buying life, and I discovered artists such
as The Mavericks and Alan Jackson.

Both CDs can be obtained direct from Huelyn at
Brazos Valley Records, P.O. Box 246,
Springtown, Texas 76082, USA or check out his
web site at www.HuelynDuvall.com
© Tony Wilkinson
October 2001







I have two Mavericks CDs and saw them live at
the Albert Hall a few years ago. With a sound
which reminds me of the late Roy Orbison's
weepy ballads, I find most of their music
excellent. Take the two CDs in my collection 'What A Crying Shame' (MCAD 10961) and
'Music For All Occasions' (MCAD 11257). These
include some of their biggest hits like the title
song of the first CD and 'All You Ever Do Is Bring
Me Down' from the second CD. Other
outstanding tracks from the first CD are 'There
Goes My Heart', 'All That Heaven Will Allow', 'O
What A Thrill' and my other favourites from the
second CD include the great ballad 'Foolish
Heart' and 'Here Comes The Rain'.



New Country Round Up
PART ONE

I first got into Country Music through Jerry Lee
Lewis and my love for Rock’n’Roll. I have to
admit that nowadays, when I listen to recorded
music, it is nearly always Country. I love to see
and hear 'live' Rock’n’Roll, rockabilly and blues
but I am not really interested in listening to the
records/tapes/CD unless I'm at a party or DJing a
record hop. The only recorded Rock’n’Roll I listen

Alan Jackson is something else entirely, having
recorded a lot of upbeat numbers. He looks
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completely New Country with his cowboy hat and
moustache, but his music is fairly traditional.
Again I have two CDs by him, 'The Greatest Hits
Collection' (Arista 07822 18801 2) and
'Everything I Love' (Arista 07822 18813 2). The
'Greatest Hits' album contains 'Chattahoochee',
often played at Hemsby and other rockabilly
venues, a good re-work of Eddie Cochran's
'Summertime Blues' and also a nice version of
'Mercury Blues'. As might be expected from the
title, nearly all tracks on this CD are winners
including: 'Gone Country', 'Shes Got The Rhythm
(And I Got The Blues)', a haunting ballad about
the ghost of Hank Williams entitled 'Midnight In
Montgomery', George Jones' 'Tall Tall Trees',
'Don't Rock The Jukebox' (with Alan in the mood
for George Jones rather than The Rolling
Stones), 'Livin' On Love', 'You Can't Have It All',
'Wanted', and the humorous 'I Don't Even Know
Your Name' about a guy who fancies a waitress,
gets drunk and ends up married to the wrong one
with a gap in her front teeth! Also the ballad 'Here
In The Real World' comparing real life to the
Hollywood movies.

country-rocker 'Blame It On Your Heart', which I
never tire of playing. Also on this CD is the
haunting 'Love Builds The Bridges (Pride Builds
The Walls)' and the sad 'How Can I Help You
Say Goodbye', very much following the real-life
traditions of Country with its story of relationships
broken-up by physical separation, divorce and
death.

Tony “Redneck” Papard









Houserockers - Gig Guide
Try their website at www.houserockers.co.uk

April
Friday 5th

The Pavilion
Battersea Park Road, Battersea (opposite the Dogs
Home)



Saturday 6

This album is a mixture of up-tempo numbers
and ballads, with the emphasis on the tunes with
a beat. The 'Everything I Love' CD is not as
outstanding, but includes the good title track
(hook line - 'everything I love is killing me'), and
the catchy if rather silly 'Little Bitty' which I must
admit I bought the CD for. Other tracks I like from
this CD are the sad ballad 'A House With No
Curtains', and 'Whos Cheatin' Who' is a typical
Alan Jackson up-tempo foot-tapper. However, I
can't leave Alan Jackson without mentioning his
'duet' with George Strait on the Strait CD 'Latest
Greatest Straitest Hits'.

th

Thunder & Lightning Club
Markhalle, Kunstrum, Klosterwall 9, Hamburg
For Info call: 00 49 4063 974105



Friday 12

th

Buddy’s
Luton Road, Chatham, Kent



Saturday 13

th

Old Tigers Head
Lee Green, London SE12 (with Thomas La Velle on
piano)



Now George Strait has had a few good records.
My favourite Strait tracks are the great 'All My
Exes Live In Texas', the superb 'I Know She Still
Loves Me' (hook: 'but she don't like me
anymore'), and 'Unwound'. Unfortunately none of
these are included on George's greatest hits CD,
but it DOES include the fantastic Cajun flavoured
'Adalaida', one of my favourite up-tempo Country
tracks of all time ('just to get to you my sweet
Adalaida I'd swim the Pontchartrain').

Friday 19

th

Ain't Nothin But
Kingly Street, London W1



Saturday 20

th

The Bridge House Tavern
High Street, Penge (next to Penge West BR)



Sunday 21

Alan Jackson performs a solo rendition of
'Murder On Music Row' on this George Strait
album (Strait's only vocal contribution are a few
spoken comments such as 'You tell 'em, Alan').
This song tells the story of how Nashville has
murdered traditional Country Music. Its hardhitting lyrics pull no punches, and state quite
baldly that Hank Williams, Merle Haggard and
George Jones would have stood no chance
getting recording contracts on today's Music
Row.
The Patti Loveless CD 'Only What I Feel' (Epic
EK 53236) contains her fantastic 1950s style

st

Fox & Hounds
High Street, Carshalton, Surrey



Friday 26

th

The Cruise Inn
Amsterdam, Holland



(to be confirmed)

Saturday 27

th

The Birds Nest
Deptford Church Street, Deptford, London SE8
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Scottish producer was Iain MacFadyen with Terry
Heneberry as one of the stand in producers and
announcer Tim Gudgen.

Back To The Club
By Darren Vidler

Shows were recorded mid-week for broadcast on
Saturday morning at 10:00 a.m. and consisted of
two groups each, some being well known and
others less so with the shows lasting for thirty
minutes. Production secretary Rayna Abrahams
arranged the auditions in the early days and
groups would write in from all over the country to
have a chance to be on the show for their first
step to fame.

It’s now over forty-five years since one of the
most important radio programmes first went out
st
over the BBC (June 1 to be exact) – “Saturday
Skiffle Club”, no less. The reason it is so
important is that there had been no programmes
for the teenage audience before this. Yes, there
had been the odd jazz programme where a blues
artist like Josh White or Big Bill Broonzy had
appeared, but other than that or the occasional
specialist programme there was nothing.

Groups were usually paid £12 a show with the
budget for each show being a grandiose £75.
After the show had been running for a year it was
decided to expand the show by not just taking in
folk and skiffle songs but to encompass jazz,
ballads and Rock'n'Roll as well – skiffle was by
now dying.

So, after a year of skiffle being in the charts, the
BBC decided they had better get their act
together and provide something for the
expanding youth market. After some auditions in
the early part of 1957, “Saturday Skiffle” was
st
ready to take to the air on June 1 1957. Chas
McDevitt’s skiffle group and the Danny Levan
group were the first to take part. Chas, as most of
you will remember, was the ‘Freight Train’ guy,
featuring Nancy Whiskey who was only to do one
other edition before being
replaced by Shirley Douglas
(Nancy left because of her
dislike of skiffle!). Danny Levan
was the violinist with Johnny
Duncan and the Bluegrass Boys
who made over half a dozen
appearances on the show, as did
Chas McDevitt’s group.

So after “Skiffle Club”
had
ended its run
th
(September 26 1958),
“Saturday Club” took up
its residency on October
th
4 1958. Two of the acts
appearing were Terry
Dene and Humphrey
Lyttleton and, although
Terry didn’t appeal to
some of the older people,
on the whole it went down well. The audience
also liked the show being extended to two hours
(10 till 12) on a Saturday. One of the early
successes on the show was Cliff Richard who
appeared on the third edition and Ernie Shear
who’d played lead guitar on ‘Move It’ backed him
on this show with bass player on the record Frank
Clarke, and Drifters Norman Mitcham on rhythm
and Terry Smart on drums.

Any other famous names I hear you ask? Well,
there were the Vipers; the Worried Men (featuring
a young Adam Faith); Johnny Parker (former
pianist with Humphrey Lyttleton – he was the
pianist on ‘Bad Penny Blues’) and the City
Ramblers who were producer Jimmy Grant’s
favourite because they were more professional
than most of the other groups. Surprisingly,
Lonnie Donegan only appeared on “Skiffle Club”
twice but made more appearances on “Saturday
Club” later on. These are just some of the many
who appeared on the show.

As time went by American stars were brought in,
the first being folk group the Weavers who were
bemused at being on the show with Rock'n'Roll
artists. They appeared on two separate shows in
June 1959. As the show went on, other studios
like Birmingham were used; mostly for
convenience as when an
artist was appearing in the
counties it was silly going
down to London if you
could record them locally.
Also, performers were
recorded on different days
for convenience to both
them and the producers.

The shows were mainly recorded at Aeolian New
Hall in Bond Street, the Paris Cinema in Lower
Regent Street and the Playhouse Theatre in
Northumberland Avenue with the Scottish acts
generally being recorded at the Glasgow Studio.
The BBC team usually consisted of announcer
Brian Matthew who had previously worked at
AFN and had joined the BBC in 1955 as general
announcer on comedy shows such as “Take It
From Here” and “Hancock’s Half Hour”. He was
still doing this in the early days of “Saturday
Club”. The engineers included Bernie Andrews
and Mighty Joe Young amongst others. The
London producer was Jimmy Grant and the

The Weavers

On December 5
21

th

1959 Gene Vincent was

brought in for an interview. I must mention at this
point that until the late sixties only a few artists
could appear on the show due to needle time and
Musicians Union restrictions. Gene Vincent then
appeared with Eddie Cochran on the show in
March of 1960. Gene would appear on the show
many times (thankfully all his appearances
survive including the two appearances with Eddie
Cochran).

substituted. Artists appearing latterly were Jimi
Hendrix (February 1967) and John’s Children
(June 1967) featuring a young Marc Bolan
making his first radio appearance - the group still
get together every now and then, obviously
without Marc who’s now been dead an incredible
25 years.
With the advent of Radio One in September of
1967, Brian Matthew was considered old hat so,
on the launch day of Radio One on September
th
30 1967, Keith Skues was brought in to replace
him. Performers like Fleetwood Mac and the
Bonzo Dog Doo Dah Band appeared but towards
the end of 1968 the powers that be decided the
show was out of date and so should be scrapped.
th
Thus, on the 18 January 1969 it came to an
end.

Many Rock’n’Roll artists appeared on the show
including
Johnny
Preston of ‘Running
Bear’ fame and Jimmy
‘Handy Man’ Jones both
in
1960,
Johnny
Burnette and Gene
McDaniels in 1962,
blues artists Howlin’
Wolf and John Lee Hooker in 1964 with Jerry
Lee Lewis making three appearances in 1964.

However, that’s not the end of the story as the
show was revived for two weeks in July of 1990.
A couple of the artists appearing were the
Tremeloes and Susan Maughan and it was
brought back finally with two shows in October of
1991 and, amongst many appearing, were the
Tornados and Mike Berry.

Each show was composed of the latest releases,
a session from whoever was on tour at the time
and, subject to availability, usually a couple of
American acts and three or four British artists
who would be singing a cover of an American
tune. At its peak the show had a listening figure
of 25 million with the pirate stations having a
slight effect on it when they arrived on the scene
in 1964. This was also the year the show made a
number of outside broadcasts from Blackpool,
Sweden and Hamburg, Germany.

There isn’t much that survives in the archive as
most of the tapes were destroyed in the early
1970s apart from the Eddie
Cochran/Gene Vincent sessions
(which I’ve already mentioned and
are
available
on
Rockstar
Records). Some of Chuck Berry’s
have come out on Bootleg as
have Jerry Lee Lewis’s. The
Searchers have had some of their
stuff issued, as has Dusty
Springfield but only through the fan club and
also available is the only John’s Children session.
The BBC only have half a dozen shows - three
are “Skiffle Club” broadcasts; two with Johnny
Duncan and the Bluegrass Boys; two from 1961
and the fifth birthday edition from October 1963.
They also have, of course, the ‘90s editions of the
show and the last producer of the show, Bill
Bebb, has the final edition. If anyone out there
has any shows could they let me know?
Darren Vidler

It was also the year the Rolling Stones failed to
turn up for some sessions that the BBC thought
was disgraceful. What had actually happened
was that their manager, Eric Easton, had booked
several sessions without consulting the group.
This was eventually resolved but only after a year
had gone by. Several other groups got
themselves in this situation and it got so bad that
the BBC eventually relented – most groups
couldn’t appear because of their increasing
popularity and they couldn’t always fit the
sessions in when the BBC wanted.

John’s Children

Blues And Rhythm Series Classics
Chronological Ruth Brown 1949-50
This is a great series I’ve just discovered. There
are a number in the series – Ray Charles,
Professor Longhair, Dave Bartholomew etc. and
they also go into others celebrating jazz and
swing, all by individual artists. This one
concentrates on Miss Rhythm’s Atlantic sides
from 1949-50 including the non-issued ‘Rain Is A
Bringdown’, which was substituted for ‘It’s
Raining’. This is a great set although on some
singles Atlantic had trouble in finding her the right

Hendrix

As time went on the fees for the artists went up
so less were booked and more needle time was
22

material. A good example is ‘Sentimental
Journey’; not R&B but she still does it well.

track on here and my particular favourites are
‘Homewrecker’, ‘Lately I've Let Things Slide’,
‘Indian Queens’, ‘I'm A Mess’ and ‘Has She Got A
Friend?’ Basically, the songs are about the usual
things – troubled relationships and the like.
Accompanying Nick here are Robert Treherne on
drums, Steve Donnelly on lead guitar, and, the
mainstay of the band now, the great Geraint
Watkins on piano. Buy now!

Track listing – Classic record 5003
Rain Is A Bringdown | It’s
Raining | So Long | Hey Pretty
Baby | Love Me Baby | I’ll Get
Along Somehow | Happiness Is
A Thing Called Joe | Rocking
Blues | Someday | Why | It’s All
In Your Mind | I Can Dream
Can’t I | Sentimental Journey | Where Can I Go |
Dear Little Boy Of Mine | Am I Making The Same
Mistake Again | Teardrops From My Eyes | R&B
Blues | I Know | I Don’t Want Nobody | I'll Wait
For You | Standing On The Corner

Track listing
Homewrecker | Only A Fool Breaks His Own
Heart | Lately I've Let Things Slide | She's Got
Soul | Cupid Must Be Angry | Indian Queens |
Poor Side Of Town | I'm A Mess | Between Dark
And Dawn | Bygones (Won't Go) | Has She Got A
Friend? | Let's Stay In And Make Love
Darren Vidler

Muddy Waters 1941-47
Anyway, on to the next one I purchased from the
series – Muddy Waters 1941-47 - which
chronicles the plantation recordings (but you still
need to purchase the MCA CD for the Alan
Lomax interviews). You get the Son’s Simms
Four and his single as James Sweet ‘Lucy
Carter’. The set finishes with Muddy’s first
Aristocrat single, ‘Gypsy Woman’. It’s great to
hear the early acoustic Muddy then the early
electric coming in. One of the highlights for me
was an early take of ‘I Can’t Be Satisfied’ when it
was still entitled ‘I Be’s Troubled’. Great stuff. I
picked these up for a tenner at Rhythm Records.









A Pretty Thing Remembers
The Pretty Thing
Reading in a recent 'Tales From The Woods'
about the death of Brian Pendleton has inspired
me to put a few thoughts together about this one
time scourge of British teenagers.

Track listing– Classic record 5008
Country Blues | I Be's Troubled | Burr Clover
Farm Blues | Ramblin' Kid Blues | Rosalie | Joe
Turner Blues | Pearlie May Blues | Take A Walk
With Me | I Be Bound To Write To You | You're
Gonna Miss Me When I’m Gone | You Got To
Get Sick And Die Some Of These Days | Why
Don't You Live So God Can Use You | 32-20
Blues | Mean Red Spider | Jitterbug Blues | Hard
Days Blues | Burying Ground Blues | Gypsy
Woman | Little Anna Mae

For those who are too young, or their minds too
feeble, to recall those far off days of the first
British R&B boom, circa 1963/4, this was the
period when many British teenagers who weren’t
old enough to have actively experienced
Rock'n'Roll caught on to the music of Chuck
Berry, Bo Diddley and Muddy Waters, through
groups like the Rolling Stones and the Animals.
The Rolling Stones, having created a bad boy
image to contrast with the Beatles – longer hair
and a propensity to urinate in public places –
were treated by the media as the ultimate antiheroes. Inevitably a band had to be found who
were even less house-trained than the Stones.

Nick Lowe - The Convincer - Proper Records
PRPCD012
This is the latest CD by one of rock’s great
songwriters. It’s 24 years now since the classic
‘Breaking Glass’ came out when he was a chart
artist, having only just finished with Rockpile and
Brinsley Schwartz. His chart days are well and
truly over but it doesn’t matter; this guy can still
cut the mustard and there’s no exception here. I
was fortunate to attend a promotional gig of
Nick’s at Borders, where he premiered half of the
tracks on this CD. The gig was great but we’re
here to talk about the CD.

Enter the Pretty Things in the spring of 1964.
They were longer haired and even uglier than the
Stones and played a mixture of Rock'n'Roll and
R&B with little finesse but with their antieverything image, had little difficulty in keeping

There are 12 tracks in total; eleven composed by
Nick with the other being Johnny Rivers’ classic
‘Poor Side Of Town’. This is a great cover by
Nick, keeping to the basic arrangement but still
sounding like his own song. There isn’t a bad
23

their name in the news. Brian Pendleton, as I am
sure you have guessed by now, was a Pretty
Thing – the rhythm guitarist to be precise.

detailed description but suffice to say, the vast
amounts of money earned by the band seemed
to mysteriously disappear before any of it
reached Brian’s pocket. As is the way with pop
music, once the hits dried up, bookings became
scarce and his income dropped still further. Brian
was now married with a child or two in tow and,
after working solidly through Christmas and New
Year, had so little to show for it that the
unglamorous life of a poorly paid motor insurance
clerk seemed preferable to the, perhaps, not so
glamorous showbiz existence of the Pretty
Things.

This writer was, and still is, very much in the
Rocker bag and bracketed the Pretty Things
along with the Beatles, Herman’s bloody Hermits
and all the other mod bands as beneath
contempt. Little has changed on that score during
the past (nearly 40) years, but fate did enable me
to cross paths for a brief period with Brian in
perhaps the most unlikely of circumstances.
The Pretty Things hit the British top 20 with their
first single ‘Rosalyn’, improved with ‘Don’t Bring
Me Down’ which peaked at number 10 and then
started the long decline back to well deserved
obscurity with ‘Honey I Need’, ‘Cry To Me’,
‘Midnight To Six Man’, ‘Come See Me’ and ‘A
House In The Country’. In case you think that
with such knowledge comes proof that I am a
closet fan after all well, sorry, but I looked the
titles up in the Guinness Book of Hit Singles. By
summer 1966 it was all over for the Pretty Things
and all that loomed in front for them was a slow
slide into oblivion.

After a couple of years I changed jobs and lost
touch with Brian. I’ve no idea how he spent the
intervening period up to his recent death but
suspect that his small brush with fame was more
than enough for one lifetime. Now that he has
passed on to a better place however, perhaps he
has taken up his position on the heavenly stage. I
can’t help thinking that Bill Haley and the boys will
still blow him away though – for every night til
eternity.
Ian Wallis
th
13 March 2002

1967 found this writer as a fresh-faced insurance
clerk trying to scratch out a meagre existence as
a trainee with Royal Exchange Assurance (now,
after several death defying mergers, known as
AXA Insurance). The aforementioned Brian
Pendleton joined the company in the unlikely
guise of a motor insurance clerk. My interest in
music slightly outweighing my natural prejudice
against British beat groups, I had soon made his
acquaintance and, for perhaps a year or so, we
used to spend lunch times in the Clock House
pub in Beckenham, playing darts and enjoying
those far off days when you could buy a meat pie
and a pint, yet still have change from a three bob
luncheon voucher.









JAZZ JUNCTION
The Royal Festival Hall was the venue for the
only UK appearance on their European tour of
the stellar trio of Kenny Barron, Ron Carter and
Billy Cobham. Each of them has been a leader
in the past and this was a marriage of equals
brought about at the instigation of Billy Cobham
who made all the announcements.

Brian told me that he was brought up on
Rock'n'Roll (I was warming to him now) and, after
learning the basics of the guitar, joined the Pretty
Things after answering an advert in Melody
Maker. When he joined the group the others
already had long hair and Brian was given strict
instructions to grow his hair as quickly as
possible. He had fond memories of the whirl of
activity that inevitably accompanies hit records
but was always something of an outsider in the
band, having to overcome a naturally quiet and
shy disposition.

They opened with a gently cascading version of
‘Autumn Leaves’ before taking on ‘And Then
Again’ a composition by Kenny Barron whose
thoughtful piano introduction paved the way for a
thorough examination by his musical partners.
Kenny Barron was extremely talented as a
youngster, turning professional at age 15 and
moving to New York when 19 years old before
spending five years with Dizzy Gillespie in the
sixties. His development continued both as a
leader and a sideman including a demanding
period with Stan Getz during the last years of his
life when he was as much his
partner as his accompanist.
He is today rightly regarded
as one of the most cultured
pianists in jazz.

I especially remember Brian’s stories of touring
the continent and playing shows, in Paris I think,
with Bill Haley and the Comets. Not surprisingly,
Bill blew the young upstarts off the stage. He had
less pleasant memories of the business side of
the Pretty Things and, in particular, Robert
Stigwood. The laws of libel preclude me from a

‘You And The Night And The Music’ was followed
by two compositions by the inscrutable Ron
24

procession of hits including ’Jambalaya’ and
‘Blueberry Hill’ in stylish fashion. For the record,
Fats was accompanied by Roy Montrell, Walter
Kimble, Robert Hogans, Clarence Ford, James
Davis, Herbert Hardesty, Wallace Davenport,
Nathaniel Perrilliat and Clarence Brown.

Carter whose long fingers made full use of his
bass with Beaman length glissandi. A musician’s
musician, he is probably jazz’s most prolific bass
player with more than 2000 albums to date.
Amongst others, he has played with Eric Dolphy,
Dexter Gordon, Wes Montgomery and BB King.
However he may still be best known for the five
years he spent in the sixties in the legendary (and
pre-electric) Miles Davis Quintet along with
Wayne Shorter, Herbie Hancock and Tony
Williams.

Moving on to this month in 1978 saw Carl
Perkins, Bo Diddley and Matchbox billed as “The
Original Rock'n'Roll Show” appearing at the
Liverpool Empire. Subsequently to achieve chart
success, Matchbox featured such numbers as
Cliff Johnson’s ‘Go ‘Way Hound Dog’ and Ray
Campi’s ‘Rockin’ At The Ritz’ in their act. They
also backed big bad Bo who heard my loud shout
for ‘Mona’, commented that it hadn’t been
included in the set list as they hadn’t rehearsed it
but played it anyway.

Interest was maintained with changes of tempo
which were always apposite and were driven
along by the supple drumming of Billy Cobham, a
master of subtlety and variety. At one point he
dispensed with brushes and sticks, literally
adopting a hands on approach. Not a native
American, he was born in Panama and raised in
New York from age 3. His early career also
included a period with Miles Davis but it was with
the Mahavishnu Orchestra in the early seventies
that he attained superstardom and his first album
as a leader ‘Spectrum’ is regarded as one of the
finest of the jazz rock era. He is a superb
technician and is at home in a wide range of
styles having recorded with the likes of Donnie
Hathaway and Roberta Flack (‘You’ve Got A
Friend’) and performed with Bob Weir of the
Grateful Dead and Peter Gabriel.

Although Jet Records had just released “Ol’ Blue
Suede’s Back”, arguably his worst album, Carl
Perkins put on a pretty good show in his usual
charming manner to round off a nicely rockin’
night on Merseyside.

The interplay between all three throughout was a
lesson in suggestion and responsiveness and
following an encore with the photographer’s
lament ‘Someday My Prince Will Come’, they left
the stage with well deserved applause ringing in
their ears.

Dave Carroll







In 1983 the final night of Jerry Lee Lewis’
European tour was staged at the unlikely venue
of Blighty’s in Farnworth, a small town three miles
south of Bolton. This compact nightclub was in
complete contrast to the usual large concert halls
and the Killer slipped in a breathtaking
performance of ‘Break Up’ to delight the fans.



SHAKY LEE'S
APRIL ANECDOTES

Four years later, Lewis embarked on a longer
April tour. This time around I caught a scintillating
th
show on Wednesday the 15 at Spa Royal Hall in
Bridlington, which included a lively ‘What Am I
Living For’ and a stormin’ duet with Linda Gail on
‘Jackson’. The following Sunday I paid my first
visit to the Silk Cut Festival at Wembley with a
female companion where we bumped into fellow
T.F.T.W. subscriber and recycled teenager, Dave
Travis, who I had not seen for some years, at a
record stall in the afternoon.

Thirty-five years ago Fats Domino made his first
ever visit to Britain. Following a week-long
engagement at London’s Saville Theatre, Fats
played one night at the Palace Theatre,
nd
Manchester on Sunday 2 April.
Bottom of the bill, making their first UK
appearance, were the Bee Gees, listed as
“Australia’s top teenage group”. The Manchester
audience wasn’t too impressed, even though they
had a stab at ‘Dizzy Miss Lizzy’ and ‘Be-Bop-ALula’. Gerry and the Pacemakers went down a
little better with ‘Long Tall Sally’ amongst their
repertoire. After the interval it was showtime as
Fats and his orchestra rolled through a

Although some of the other acts did not hold too
much interest for me I can remember watching
Wanda Jackson who did a bit of sermonising
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th

during her set and Little Jimmy Dickens singing
‘May The Bird Of Paradise Fly Up Your Nose’.

14

th

15
As Johnny Russell ended his act, hundreds of
cowboys headed for the exits and hundreds of
Teds entered the arena – the Killer was on next.
The uncompromising Jerry Lee played a set
which was two thirds Rock'n'Roll, much to the
delight of the rockers and the despair of the
country purists.

th

15

th

15
th
15
th
16
th

17
This tour concluded in Southport on Monday the
th
29 where I recall the sound was not up to
scratch and Jerry doing ‘Rock'n'Roll Is Something
Special’.

th

17

th

17

th

18

I made another trip to London for Easter of 1988
where I had the dubious honour of meeting our
sartorially eccentric editor for the first time on my
initial visit to the Town and Country Club. There
we witnessed Robert Gordon in great voice along
with Chris Spedding on electrifying guitar.

th

20
st
21

rd

23

th

25
th
26
th
26
th
29
th
29
th
30
th

30

Too Smart – Chuck Higgins (1924) – Died
14/9/99
Jelly Roll King – Frank Frost (1936) – Died
12/10/99
Red Cadillac And A Black Moustache – Bob
Luman (1937) – Died 27/12/78
Bad Boy – Marty Wilde (1939)
I Knew The Bride – Dave Edmunds (1944)
You Can Have Her – Roy Hamilton (1927) –
Died 1969
Real Gone Mama – Alexander Graves
[Moonglows] (1930)
We Shall Walk Through The Valley – Chris
Barber (1930)
Turn My Back On You – Billy Fury (1941) –
Died 28/1/83
Teardrops Fall Like Rain – Glen D Hardin
(1939)
Rockabilly Rebel – Ray Campi (1934)
Shout, Shout (Knock Yourself Out) – Ernie
Maresca (1939)
Domino – Roy Orbison (1936) – Died
6/12/88
Down Home Girl – Jerry Leiber (1938)
Rebel Rouser – Duane Eddy (1938)
Stay – Maurice Williams (1938)
Deacon’s Hop – Big Jay McNeely (1927)
Dead Or Alive – Lonnie Donegan (1931)
The Woman I Need – Johnny Horton (1925)
– Died 5/11/60
There Is Something On Your Mind – Bobby
Marchan (1930) – Died 5/12/99
Sonny Boy Wilkinson

Brendan Croker and Kevin Coyne
th
Blackheath Halls 7 March 2002
Having witnessed singer/songwriter Croker in
various guises several times since the late
eighties and being intrigued by songs I’d heard
Coyne perform on the radio I was looking forward
to seeing the combination of these two musical
mavericks. Croker took a back seat in the main,
playing some tasty guitar licks, with Coyne doing
the bulk of the singing. The material was mostly
drawn from “Life Is Almost Wonderful”, a newly
recorded limited edition CD of self-penned
material reflecting personal experiences and wry
observations of life in general. I’m sure that some
of you readers out there will identify with the story
of Martha and Arthur growing up in the grey
empty fifties when along came Bill Haley –
Rock'n'Roll was about to change their lives. The
idiosyncratic Coyne threw in a verse that is not
included in the recorded version:

Check these gigs out;
th
Saturday 13 April – 100 Club – Mike Sanchez
th
Saturday 27 April – Ace Café – James Hunter
th
Sunday 28 April – 100 Club – Darrell Higham
th
Sunday 5 May
– Jazz Café – Dave
Edmunds
April’s boppin’ birthday boys include;
st
1
Rocket In My Pocket – Jimmy Lloyd (1922) –
Died 7/10/01
st
1
Every Day Of The Week – Amos Milburn
(1927)
nd
2
All Right – Russell Bridges [Leon Russell]
(1941)
th
4
Champagne & Reefer – Muddy Waters
(1915) – Died 30/4/83
th
5
One In A Million – Tony Williams [Platters]
(1928)
th
5
It’ll Be Me – Jack Clement (1931)
th
9
Dixie Fried – Carl Perkins (1932) – Died
19/1/98
th
9
You Ain’t Nothin’ But Fine – Rockin’ Sydney
(1938) – Died 23/2/98
th
10 I’ll Be Home – Nathaniel Nelson [Flamingos]
(1932) – Died 10/4/84

The big beat – Freddie Bell and the Bellboys
Frankie Lymon and the Teenagers put soul in my
life
Elvis Presley, Jimmy Clanton singing ‘Just A
Dream’
Frankie Avalon singing ‘Venus In Blue Jeans’ and
making me sick
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from Arthur Gunter – which, of course, a certain
Mr Presley covered at Sun. Wolf’s ‘Riding In The
Moonlight’. The great Ike Turner is represented
by ‘I Miss You So’ with a blinding vocal by Dennis
Binder. Slim Harpo ‘I’m A King Bee’. Albert King’s
1967 classic ‘Born Under A Bad Sign’. Look in
HMV on your next trip to town.

Croker took the chance to exercise his own vocal
chords on a sensitive interpretation of Cole
Porter’s ‘Miss Otis Regrets’, whilst Coyne gave a
wonderful acapella rendition of one of his older
numbers, ‘Marjory Razorblade’.
All in all it was a highly entertaining evening which
deserved a larger audience – only around 75
people turned up. Mind you, it did seem to be
pretty poorly promoted as I only found out about
the show through Andy Kershaw.
Lee Wilkinson









The Funkster
Hello young lovers wherever you are. Hey there,
you with the stars in your eyes. They don’t write
songs like that any more. Oy! You. Yes Mr White
I’m talking to you Manor Park oiks. You got no
damned upraising (as ole Jerry Lee often said in
the 70s to some unsuspecting member of his
audience who dared to question any country
performance with “Give us some Rock'n'Roll
Jerry”) or was that Paul Sandford? Time dims the
memory.

The Funkster, back in ’94, contemplating his
keyboard with half a shandy.

By the way Brian, you were very close in your
assumption regarding Fats Domino ‘Rockin’
Chair’ and ‘I’ve Got Eyes For You’, January and
February 1951. it was 40 years ago this month
that Fats cut his final sessions for Imperial (April
th
14 at Cosimo’s Studios in New Orleans –
‘Dance With Mr Domino, Nothing New, The Same
Old Thing’ – issued on Imperial IMP5863 for
those label freaks out there. Fats would move to
ABC/Paramount.

I enjoyed the Robbie Fulks piece in the last issue.
He is referring to the great, and I do mean
GREAT, new CD “Caught In The Webb”, a tribute
release to Webb Pierce (those of you who only
know ‘Teenage Boogie’ wait after class…)
Twenty one fab tracks from the world of country
music with Emmylou Harris, George Jones, Billy
Walker and Crystal Gayle – a far cry form her
pop/country recordings ‘Don’t It Make Your Brown
Eyes Blue’ and ‘This Must Be Magic’ of the
seventies – Loretta Lynn’s younger sister does
herself proud. Good old Willie Nelson turns in a
fine ‘That’s Me Without You’. I must confess that
a few new(?) names – Lionel Cartwright, Del
McCoury, Matt King – don’t mean anything to this
ole hillbilly fan, although I’ve played King’s ‘Even
Thou’ a few times. Mel Tillis’ daughter Pam with
the Jordanaires on ‘No Love Have I’ is another
treasure.

Also back in April 1983 ole Jerry Lee undertook
another tour of Britain. I saw Jerry on “Wogan”
(Jerry even merits a few lines in Wogan’s
autobiography) but gigs at Hammersmith Odeon
and Bristol Colston Hall were filmed for video
release. The Bristol show features ‘Down The
Line’, ‘Little Queenie’ and ‘I’ll Make It All Up To
You’ and he even filmed part of a BBC “Arena”
th
program. On the 16 , the film crew captured ole
Killer live for CBS Fox’s “Live At The
Hammersmith Odeon”, an hour of sheer pleasure
with a wonderful ‘Crazy Arms’ amongst Jerry’s
set.

On the other side of the coin, contemporary blues
singer Robert Cray’s new outing on RYKO
“Shoulda Been Home” is worth a spin. Twelve
solid tracks, seven of which are Cray originals.
His previous set, “Take Your Shoes Off” was a
Grammy winner for best contemporary blues
album. Still with the blues, “Mojo Working (The
Best Of Ace Blues)” – CDCHK964 - has been
doing the rounds at around £4.00 a throw. Some
of you might have picked it up in 1995 on its
original release but some of those tracks are
hard to beat, including ‘Baby Let’s Play House’

Only a couple of months prior, third ex-wife Myra
Williams Lewis came over to promote her book
on Jerry “Great Balls Of Fire – The True Story Of
Jerry Lee Lewis” on Virgin Books. She undertook
numerous TV and radio appearances to promote
it, even a spot on Stuart Coleman’s “Echoes”.
Only a week before, Cliff White recorded a
special on the then new “Sun Years” box on Jerry
Lee. Thanks to an insider at Virgin Books, some
of us managed to meet Myra for lunch and a long
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chat. She even claims to have been at Sun
Studio when Jerry recorded ‘You Win Again’,
sitting on a small stool beside Jerry (truth – who
knows?). Neither Dorothy nor Jane (wives one
and two) have told their stories on Lewis.

for Sun, be they straight hillbilly or rockabilly, are
classics. ‘Nuff said!
th
April 10 1921 Sheb Wooley born in Erick,
Oklahoma. Signed with MGM Records but it
wasn’t until 1958 when he cut a rather silly (but
catchy) novelty record ‘The Flying Purple People
Eater’ that he entered the charts. He adopted the
alias Ben Colder and re-recorded classic country
tunes with novelty lyrics – ‘Ruby, Please Bring
Your Love To Town’, ‘Big Sweet John’ and ‘His
Lincoln’s Parked At Margie’s Again’. All were
parodies - ‘Ruby, Don’t Take Your Love To
Town’, ‘Big Bad John’ and ‘Margie’s At The
Lincoln Park Inn’.
th
April 12 1925 Singer Ned Miller born in Raines,
Utah. Miller began recording in 1956 but hit pay
dirt in 1962 with a giant smash ‘From A Jack To A
King’. It was revived by Elvis in 1969 during his
Memphis sessions. The Killer also made a stab
at it in 1975 but Mercury decided that Lewis’
rendition was best left unreleased.
th
April 14 1933 Singer Buddy Knox born in
Happy, Texas (that’s what it says!). Best known
for his Clovis, Mexico recording ‘Party Doll’.
April14th 1935 Loretta Lynn born in Butcher’s
Hollow, the second of eight children. Married at
13 (shades of Myra Lewis!) and a grandma at 29.
Successful country singer with U.S. Decca and
also recorded numerous albums with Ernest
Tubb and Conway Twitty. A movie “Coal Miner’s
Daughter”; (Sissy Spacek portrayed her) in the
eighties.
th
April 15 1937 Rock'n'Roll/country singer Bob
Luman was born in Nacogdoches, Texas. Best
known for his major hit ‘Let’s Think About Livin’
th
for Warner Brothers, recorded Nashville 11 July
1960. Had earlier recorded for Imperial – ‘Red
Cadillac And A Black Moustache’. Later recorded
for Hickory, Epic and Polydor. By all accounts he
wasn’t too impressed with his great hit. Check out
Bear Family albums “The Rocker” and “More Of
That Rocker”. Both feature his 1959-1962
Warner recordings.
th
April 15 1944 Welsh rocker Dave Edmunds
born Cardiff, Wales. Cut some fine records for
EMI and Swan Song. I loved his version of Chuck
Berry’s ‘Run, Run Rudolph’. ‘I Hear You Knockin’.
His work as “Love Sculpture” is worth a listen.
th
April 17 1960 Rock'n'Roll
guitarist
Eddie
Cochran dies in a car crash near Chippenham,
Wiltshire. Also in the car were Gene Vincent and
Cochran’s girlfriend Sharon Sheeley who both
survived. First on the scene was policeman David
Dee – he being the Dave Dee of “Dave Dee,
Dozy, Beaky, Mick and Tich” fame.
th
April 17 1970 The man in black, Johnny Cash,
performs for president Richard Nixon at the
White House. “Will you sing ‘Okie From
Muskogee’?” he asks.
th
April 18 1924 Blues
singer
Clarence
Gatemouth born Orange, Texas. Plays guitar and
fiddle.

st

April 1 1908 Bob Nolan, leader of the Sons Of
The Pioneers born. The original line-up included
Roy Rogers who later became a successful
movie star with wife Dale Evans and horse
Trigger.
nd
April 2 1941 Leon Russell born Lawton,
Oklahoma. Later made a series of country
albums under the alias of Hank Wilson. Also
worked with Sheffield’s own Joe Cocker.
Country songwriter Sonny Throckmorton born
Carlsbad, New Mexico. Wrote classic songs ‘The
Last Cheater’s Waltz’, ‘Middle Age Crazy’, ‘I Wish
I Was 18 Again’ and ‘She Sure Makes Leaving
Look Easy’. Ole Jerry Lee recorded a number of
Sonny’s songs.
nd
April 2 1949 country songstress Emmylou
Harris born Birmingham, Alabama. Her second
reprise album “Elite Hotel” featured James Burton
amongst her musicians. When she toured the UK
in the seventies/eighties most people only wanted
to interview Burton for his work with a certain
Elvis Presley.
rd
April 3 1928 Don Gibson born in Shelby,
North Carolina. Don wrote such established
classics as ‘I Can’t Stop Loving You’, ‘Sweet
Dreams’ and ‘Oh Lonesome Me’.
th
April 5 1931 “Cowboy” Jack Clement born in
Memphis, Tennessee. Besides his work as a
producer at Sun Records in the fifties and helping
a young singer (pianist from Ferriday, Louisiana)
he found his niche in the record world.
Responsible for adding a Barbershop Quartet
into ‘The Ballad Of A Teenage Queen’ which he
wrote for Johnny Cash. Went on to further the
careers of Charley Pride and Don Williams. His
solo album “Jack Clement” on Elektra is worth
some £40.
th
April 6 1937 Merle Haggard born Bakersfield,
California. Early run-ins with the law sent him to
San Quentin. Seeing Johnny Cash perform at the
prison in the late fifties made him decide to go
straight. Signed to Capitol Records in the early
sixties, he recorded some songs he’d written
including ‘Today I Started Loving You Again’.
Some of his concert albums include tribute sets
to Jimmie Rodgers and Bob Willis.
th
April 8 1954 John Schneider born in New
York. He later appeared as Bo Duke in the TV
series “The Dukes Of Hazzard”. He recorded a
country version of ‘It’s Now Or Never’ in 1981. He
currently portrays Jonathan Kent in Channel 4’s
“Smallville – Superman, The Early Years”, Clark
Kent’s foster father. Clark later adopts another
identity as Superman.
th
April 9 1932 Carl Perkins born in Tiptonville,
Tennessee. What else need be said? His records
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st

uncomfortable after a few minutes. He had
therefore placed his laurels carefully on the
mantelpiece, just below the clock on the wall.
Bong! the clock didn’t strike to announce the
arrival of the half hour (the chiming mechanism
had broken three and a half years ago) and Keith
slid his feet, which had been resting on his desk
(blotter, telephone, Rolodex, Post-It notes, crystal
ashtray, desk lamp, calculator and PC all in their
respective positions) to the floor. Ensuring that
the feet so placed had a firm grip on the floor,
Keith raised himself to his full imposing height,
ignoring the ominous creaking of the chair, and
by making use of a technique he called “walking”
he proceeded to the door, opened it, passed
through and continued downstairs. On arriving at
the lower floor, the floor of which was carpeted
with carpet, he made his way, imposingly,
towards the front door. Suddenly he stopped. If
you think about it, every time you change from
forward motion to stasis, the transition is sudden.
He bent over, reducing his imposing height by
approximately 50%, and took hold of his
briefcase. Returning to his full height, albeit with a
slight tilt to the left induced by the weight of the
briefcase, he turned and retraced his steps.
Getting bored with this (and having run out of
tracing paper) he went back upstairs.

April 21 1924 Country vocalist Ira Louvin born
Rainesville, Alabama. Joined brother Charlie in a
series of duets. Very successful team for Capitol
Records in the late fifties/early sixties. Recorded
numerous religious albums but some classic
country and western as well. Check out “Sings
The Delmore Brothers”







The Funkster


th

Tick. Tock. Tick. Keith closed the door behind
him and strode (imposingly as always) to his
desk. Placing the case upon the desk he seated
his seat in his earlier seat. Illuminating the desk
lamp to provide increased illumination, he nimbly
rotated the combination locks on the case and
pressed the lock release. When nothing
happened, he rotated the combinations with more
care, checked the resultant number with the three
digits buried in his memory (they had died some
months earlier and had received a military
funeral) and pressed again. K-ping! (or
something like that) the locks went as the
catches flipped open. Keith raised the lid of the
case and looked inside. He removed the large
Tupperware container that you may recall being
in his bottom right hand drawer on a previous
occasion. He manufactured a roll-up, lit it with a
lighter from the same container and drew
pensively upon it. The roll-up, not the lighter or
Tupperware container. Smoke coiled gently from
the cigarette and then blew in a gush from Keith’s
nose. Both sources of smoke ascended to the
ceiling (which was quite a distance) and met up
with the shadows already lurking there. Some of
the shadows retreated rapidly to avoid the effects
of passive smoking.

th

If you’re at a loose end over the 17 to 20 of
May, why not pop up north for a bit of a rock?
Ring 01243 870455 or e-mail
may@bcmclub.co.uk for the booking form.









crime casebook no. 2
The place; downtown Bromley. The time;
approaching 21:30 (half past nine). The man;
imposing (as always). The chair; creaking
ominously. The clock; ticking. The case; to be
announced.

Keith returned his attention to the case and
extracted a manila folder. This he placed upon
the desk next to the case and deftly pressed the
‘on’ button of his computer. He opened the folder
and spread the contents across the green blotter.
The first sheet of paper he looked at was entitled

After the successful completion of his previous
case at the end of last year, the great house
detective, Keith I. Woods, had been resting on
his laurels. Well, not all the time actually as the
laurel is quite a spiky plant and Keith found it
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“The Case”. Keith gave a little chuckle. “Tee
hee.” He always found it amusing that he should
keep his case files in a case in case he needed
them. He started to read the words below the
title. “Chuck Daines – destroyed by sex scandal,
1962. Brian Bunberg (Brigadier) – entrepreneur.
Hazel Kerr-Ward – sex siren. Cliff White - onetime journalist with the Daily Scrotum.” This was
the list of players in his latest case – not a very
imposing list, but a list nonetheless.

“With pleasure,” intoned the great and imposing
Woods, “but will you please confirm that my fee
has been credited to my Swiss account first.”

Keith glanced at the PC on his desk. It had been
quite some time since he had turned it on but, as
nobody had yet shown him how to plug it in, there
was very little likelihood that he would be able to
use it today, so he turned it off again. He
sighed… imposingly, and stubbed out the butt of
his roll-up in the crystal ashtray. He slid the top
sheet of paper to one side (the left, in case you
were interested) to reveal the second sheet,
entitled “The Case”. The similarity to the previous
sheet could appear confusing but, fortunately,
this sheet was subtitled “Details”. Keith skimmed
his eyes down these details and then screamed.
(Well you try rubbing your eyes against a sheet of
paper – it stings.) Once he was again able to see,
Keith read the salient details from the details
detailed in detail.

“That is why I am the best. That is also why I
charge so much. I’ll just log-on to check that the
money has been transferred.” Keith started to
reach over to his Internet connected, state of the
art, all-singing, all-dancing Packard-Bell PC,
remembered his ‘plug’ problem and returned to
his phone call. “On second thoughts, I think I’ll
trust you on this occasion.”

“Of course, of course, old man. It went in this
morning as agreed. I must admit I was somewhat
dubious about paying before seeing the results
but your imposing reputation precedes you, my
good sir. I am amazed that you have this case
wrapped up so swiftly.”

Keith raised the third sheet of paper (subtitled
“Case Work”) to eye level and started to read
from it. After a minute or two he heard “Hello…
hello?” in his ear. Realising he had been reading
quietly to himself, he started again but at his
more usual decibel level. “Sorry Brig, British
Telecom eh? You pay a fortune in bills and the
phones keep cutting out. Anyway, here goes. As
requested I investigated all the parties involved in
this debacle back in the sixties. I want to thank
you for carrying out the stress test on Daines –
threatening to throw him out of your window in a
Royal Mail sack was an excellent idea on my
part, even if I do say so myself. That proved he
can cope with the pressures of show business
and gave me a great insight into the nature of the
man. I was therefore able to direct my
investigations directly in the correct direction.”

Chuck Daines… Rock'n'Roll artist… successful…
16 years old… suggestive stage act… ‘Trouser
Flappin’ Papa’… Hazel… manageress… 42…
Horsell Parish Hall… assignation… beaver lamb
coat… photograph… licentious behaviour… 7page exposé… reporter… new career…
skeletons… closet…

As Keith slid this sheet of paper to one side (the
left again) to reveal the third sheet entitled “The
Case”, a smile spread over his face. He reached
into the pocket of his jacket and withdrew his
mobile phone. With a few deft button pushes the
phone sprang into life and Keith dialled the
required number.

“That’s okay old chap, I quite enjoyed it. It also
helped to maintain my tough guy persona. I hope
my offer to buy him a curry didn’t make me
appear weak.”
“No problem. Anyway, as I was saying, armed
with the result of the test I went back and
interrogated the various players back in the
sixties. I also checked all the historical records I
could get my hands on. The major problem was
that the Daily Scrotum had ceased production in
the late sixties after being taken over by an
Australian magnate.”

“Hello, is that the Brigadier?” he enquired
imposingly.
“This is he,” came the response.
“Woods here, P.I. to the masses, with the results
of my investigation,” Keith announced.
“That was quick. I’m very imp…..” and the phone
went dead.

“How can a magnet take over…”
“I said mag-NATE. Fortunately I managed to get
hold of a couple of contemporaries of Cliff White
from the sixties. They had some very interesting
snippets of information. I also traced the former
caretaker of the Horsell Parish Hall, a
nonagenarian named Tom Peeper. Interestingly,
he had spent a good part of his life residing at
Her Majesties Pleasure and the good news for us

“Bugger,” said Keith. “I must remember to top the
card up before I make a call.” He then re-dialled
the number but this time, used his trusty Bakelite
desk phone.
“…ressed,” continued the Brigadier. “Please tell
me what you have discovered.”
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is that he turned out to be a pretty notorious
peeping Tom. With his knowledge of what went
on in supposedly private areas of the Parish Hall
and having spoken at great length with friends
and relatives of the Kerr-Wards, I have been able
to piece together exactly what went on back in
1962.”

Don’t forget to check out
The Unorthodox Website
at
www.btinternet.com/~tony.papard


“Well done, my man. Excellent. Imposing even.
Tell me all.”

“Sorry. Chuck was, as you know, destined for
super-stardom with his wild stage act. This did
not sit well with certain, less talented singers of
the time. These unscrupulous individuals got
together and hatched an evil plan to discredit him
and, bearing in mind the mores of the time, sex
was the obvious route. Fortunately for them, the
reporter they chose to fabricate the alleged affair
was secretly enamoured of the voluptuous Miss
Kerr-Ward and used the opportunity to try and
insinuate himself into her affections. Thus, an
assignation did indeed take place at the Parish
Hall but Chuck was not involved. Microscopic
examination of the photograph reveals that it has
been tampered with. I have found the original and
it shows THREE people seated together and
Chuck is grasping (in a manly, self-confident
fashion) the knee of Cliff White who is next to
Hazel. She and Cliff were consorting together
from 1962 to 1965, until she found out about his
wife and dumped him. Medical evidence proves
beyond doubt that Chuck himself was a virgin
until deflowered on the marital bed. I therefore
have no reservations in advising you to go ahead
and manage his comeback. You will be able to
disprove any allegations of sexual misconduct
against him and can clear his name of this
terrible slur that has hung over his head for the
past forty years.”

Zen Baseball Bat were coming to the end of
their set, people seemed to be bouncing about a
bit, well quite a lot really. I fought my way to the
bar. Ten minutes later I finally got served. Shortly
after that Whitmoor took to the stage for 30
minutes. Playing their fast ska/punk with a
noticeable influence from Greenday and NOFX,
they more than pleased the crowd. Erupting like
Mount Etna, the mosh pit was a mad, writhing,
sweaty mass of distorted limbs, stage diving and
crowd surfing being the order of day. I retired to a
safe distance, namely the bar!
Enter King Prawn, the Asian Dub Foundation of
the ska world. These guys write lyrics about real
issues - racism, drug addiction, and politics. They
sing them with feeling. Opening with 'No Peace',
the mosh pit erupts once again. The new trumpet
player looked and sounded in place, giving the
required amount of brass when needed. After the
third track a plea from the lead singer (Al
Rumjen), “We don’t mind you stage diving but
please don’t hang about on stage”. The fans take
note and music begins again. Quite a lot of new
stuff is aired tonight, along with a fair amount of
tracks from the “Surrender To The Blender”
album. Noticeable omissions include, 'London
Born' and 'Crackhead'. One hour and fifteen
minutes later the gig has finished and I'm left
looking bedraggled and exhausted. I paid ten
pounds to get in and I think I lost ten pounds in
weight through sweating, having bounced myself
mid way to the front at one point. With so much
energy exuding from the stage its hard not to
react to it.

The sound of gentle but cheerful sobbing could
be heard over the phone. “Thank you, thank you.
If there’s ever anything I can do for you…”
“Before you go, I was wondering… you
remember when you managed Samantha Fox…
well, I was wondering, did you… er… would she
let you… ummm… err… never mind. But how did
you manage to put your back out?”

H




King Prawn, Friday 8th Feb @ the Garage.
The first rule of going to gigs has got to be, buy
your ticket in advance if you can! Having set this
rule, it should come as no surprise to find
difficulty getting in if you don't. However, having
not followed my own advice I was still very
surprised to find this gig sold out. My saviour
appeared in the form of a late teen waving some
tickets about asking if anybody needed one. It
has to be said that there were no touts in
attendance, which indicated to me that nobody
expected it to be sold out. Ten pounds lighter, I
gained access to the Garage.

“Tell me all about the case!”





Marffa's Muffins

“Okay then. Well, four guys got together in
Liverpool and formed a group called the
Beatles…”
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means comment, but don't hold a bloody debate!
Now that's off my chest I shall continue.
Off the stage and into the audience Ryan is now
giving some serious attitude, performing like a
man who means business. Staggering and
swaggering, swinging the mike stand around and
leering, this man is a showman. ‘Wrong Faces,
Wrong Places’ passes by and so do another
couple of tunes that I did not recognise. Alas, all
good things have to come to an end, and so it
did.
Now, if you wish to get hold of any releases of
Pimp then you are going to have to hunt hard
people, because there have only been two to
date. However, I can thoroughly recommend their
website, (www.pimp-hq.com) where you can
listen to some of the tracks listed above on an old
fashioned jukebox. It's a bit confusing at first but
persevere and you will be rewarded.

Pimp @ the Dublin Castle.
February was quite a busy month for me, gigs,
clubs and occasionally interrupted by a bit of
work here and there. The night after the King
Prawn gig at the Garage, I went to see Pimp at
the Dublin Castle. The Dublin Castle was packed
to the rafters, in fact, too packed! The King
Prawn gig had been sold out; this was bordering
on breaking fire regulations and uncomfortable to
the extreme. I was starting to think that perhaps I
should have given it a miss.
Well, good job I didn't. After about ten minutes
the Skeletones came to the stage. Opening with
a blisteringly fast instrumental, which had one
member of the audience going absolutely mental,
so much so that I thought he must be the fourth
member, the vocalist perhaps, psyching himself
up. Wrong! They were only a three piece; this
bloke was the local loon. He was entertaining
though, a good accompaniment to a mad band.
Playing a funky country (a new musical genre;
funktry, was born), with a liberal mix of rock,
metal and ska, I found them very impressive. The
lead singer appeared to be dressing in the style
of Larry Love from the Alabama 3, with a little bit
of Dwight Yokam, perhaps to reflect his country
influences. The music, however, sounded nothing
like them. My mate Ollie said that he could never
have slept through this lot, like he had done when
he went to see Dwight Yokam. If the word country
fills you with dread, like it does me, don't worry
this lot are very, very different! Half an hour later
the set had ended and I was hungry for more.
Enter Pimp about twenty minutes later. Opening
with the fantastic ‘Sliding Doors’. The crazed
muted trumpet & Hammond fusing with the foot
stomping. ‘Do You Wanna Drive In My Car’,
another awesome tune, full of sexual innuendos
and lots of funk. Perhaps it's Ryan Savage’s
powerful vocals, his ability to swagger about
leering at the women and trying to outstare the
men; the rest of the band performing so tightly, I
don't know. but boy are they captivating. For
those of you who like shouty blues, mixed with a
healthy dose of funk, then Pimp are your band.
‘Black Night Blue’ sees a more soulful edge to
their repertoire, a less aggressive stance, more
chilled. The amazing ‘Drinkin Bars’, changes the
mood once again. Getting very dirty, this track
exudes sex! “Baby, please don't cry, when I run
my hand up your sweaty thigh. And please don't
feel distressed when I caress your supple
breast”. Coupled with lots of Hammond and a
general raucous feel, this track is fantastic. Alas,
this wasn't really appreciated by the rest of the
crowd, in fact I wondered if anybody really gave a
toss about the outstanding performance! Why?
Talking, gassing. Whatever you wish to call it,
this was a major pisser, not to mention bloody
rude. Perhaps the PA could have been turned up
a bit, but I'm sorry, there is no excuse for it. By all

Nickelback.
Absolutely huge in the USA, Nickelback will be
coming to a radio near you shortly. “Silver Side
Up” is the name of their album. Out now on
Roadrunner records, this album seems like it’s
going to be a hit over here too. With slick
production, very few obscenities and a number of
catchy tunes, it could be a winner. Very radio
friendly!
Influences from Metalica, Live, Corrosion of
Conformity, Pearl Jam, most of the big guns are
in there somewhere. ‘Never Again’ and ‘Just For’
are just two tracks from the ten that stand out.
They stand out because both tracks are about
aggression directed against women, and their
distaste for it. The tracks are bloody good, not
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just the lyrics, the music really drives. Good
chanting bits in the chorus, a sure fire way to gain
recognition at the rock clubs. Track 2, ‘How You
Remind Me’, has to be my favourite. The slow
start with just a bit of guitar, bringing the drums
next, then wallop! Now building up to a
crescendo. Good chorus, easy to sing along to.
Unlike the Lost Prophets, these guys have
produced an album with lots of influences but of
similar styles. This, I feel gives them the edge.
Don’t get me wrong, there is some dead wood on
this album, it’s just that it blends in well with the
good stuff and doesn’t aggravate the listener. If
you like your Rock in the style of the bands listed
above, then you will not be disappointed.
See them live at the Shepherds Bush Empire
16/03/02 or go to: www.nickelback.com

The next gang meet up will be on Friday 24th
May, at the Shakespear, Holborn, which is
situated 100 metres from Holborn Tube
Station along Kinsgway. Be there from 18:30
hours onwards. Depart for a meal at approx.
20:15. Hope to see as many of you as
possible.

Up and coming Gigs:
 11 April @ Brixton Academy, Jon Spencer
Blues Explosion.
 16 April @ Fairfield Halls, Loudon
Wainwright III, brings his brand of American
folk to Croydon, no less!
 20 April @ Mean Fiddler (formerly LA2),
Capdown.
 23 April @ Astoria, The Cooper Temple
Clause.
 23 April @ Shepherds Bush Empire,
Cornershop bring their funky Asian
influenced dance/indie vibe to town in
support of their new album.
 29-30 April @ Brixton Academy, Gomez
playing their swampy stool rock. I don't know
what the live gigs are like but the albums are
awesome!
 1 May @ Mean Fiddler, King Prawn the
hardest gigging ska band in the world at the
moment! Get a ticket in advance; their last
gig was sold out!
Look out for more reviews of gigs/venues/albums
next month.
Marffas Muffins













Greetings from the kitchen.
CLICKS AND FLUFF:
VINYL SPOTLIGHT
MILLIE JACKSON
A CHILD OF GOD
(IT'S HARD TO BELIEVE)
(D French/M Jackson) /
THE JOY OF MY LIFE MOJO 2093 011 (US
Spring)
When Millie sings you know she means it,
whether on one of her later sexually explicit
novelties, or this early devastating piece of work.
A cry from the ghetto, that's not for the faint
hearted. Millie’s powerful voice exudes a gospel
flavour, oozing with feeling. The half spoken
inquisitive opening (to neighbourhood) demands
to be listened to, and the spiralling backing
singers are just majestic.



'Tales From The Web'





SOUL KITCHEN

At this very moment, Fatbellypeat is feverishly
typing away at his keyboard, creating, for your
delectation, the all-new 'Tales From The Woods'
website. The actual contents of the site remain a
closely guarded secret, mainly ‘cos we don’t
know what’s going to be on there but, once we
decide, we’ll let you know. If you wanna take a
look, the web address while under construction
is;
www.tftw.freeuk.com
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.







Some folks say we're all God's children

The Old Gang
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And maybe we are, I don't know
But sometimes I find that rather hard to believe
And living in the ghetto like I do
You'll find a little of everything goin’ on
All that fussin' and fightin’ and what-not
When I'm trying to get my rest
Really makes it hard for me to believe
But right now I would just like to tell you,
About some of the people you might find in my
neighbourhood.
I know a man who curses his brother
I know a man who thinks of no other
Always chasing after money, thinks a poor
man is funny
It's hard, oh it's hard, to believe he's a child of
God, Oh yeah
I know a woman, who steals from her mother,
And that same woman, she gets drunk one
day to another
She kicks her kids in the street,
Puts another man under their fathers sheets
I find it hard, oh it's hard to believe she's a
child of God, Oh yeah
I know some people, who go to church on
Sunday,
And these here same people will wear a sheet
on Monday
They talk about justice and bein' free,
But they'll watch a lynching so easily
Yes it's hard, hey it's hard to believe they're
children of God
Oh yeah, I find it hard to believe right now
Oh yeah, I find it hard to believe right now,
that these people have the nerve to call
themselves children of God
Its so hard to believe right now
Deep soul at its deepest.

captured by the passionate and joyful singing on
display. His first love was basketball and he
desperately wanted to become a professional
player, but after an accident he devoted himself
more to his second love, music. In his early
teens, this would be the early fifties, he formed,
along with one of his brothers and a couple of
other guys a local Doo-Wop group, The Opals.
The young group got a number of gigs, but quite
often the other group members failed to turn up
for the shows, so Bunny was forced to do the
bookings alone.
This proved to his advantage because, although
he was still with the group, he was fast becoming
an established solo act around the local supper
club circuit, where he is said to have worked
under various names, including, O'Sigler,
Sligowitz and De Siglio. His performances were
earning a strong reputation for the passion he
delivered and he was soon dubbed "Mr
Emotions". During his act he would often start
crying with his songs, falling to his knees and so
on. He was also a talented guy, not just a crying
singer; he played guitar, piano, organ, trombone
and bass. His recording career began when a
local disc jockey called, Cannonball, got him to
split from The Opals.
On signing a contract, he released his first record
on the small Craig label, under the name of
Bunny 'Mr Emotions' Sigler; it was a version of
Jnr Parker's, 'Come On Home'. Needless to say
this had little success. He continued with the live
performances at clubs like, Music City on
Columbia Avenue, in Philadelphia, giving his all
and endeavouring to improve all the time. In 1959
he cut a song called ‘Promise Me’ for Hilo
records, a subsidiary of ABC, again with very little
success. It was at Music City he met a group
called The Cruisers who backed him in the studio
on 'Promise Me', but he was never a member of
the group. He also recorded for the long running
Philly based V Tone label. He also wrote a song
for the group ‘Picture Us’, this beautiful soul
ballad he later recorded himself.

Ronnie McNeir is now a Four Top, can you
believe that. Whatever next, trains running on
time?

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO BUNNY? THE
STORY OF BUNNY SIGLER
Well why not, Bunny has been a long time
favourite. He’s not out of the southern deep soul
bag, but has recorded some brilliant material in
several soul styles. If caught on a good recording
day he is, in my opinion, one of the top soul
singers of all time. A long standing giant from the
Philadelphia soul scene, as a recording artist,
writer, and producer, and very much a part of
Philadelphia International Records, where he had
his biggest successes both as a recording artist
and writer.

John Madara and David White were very hot
producers around 1965 having scored national,
and indeed international successes with blue
eyed soul man Len Barry with hits like '123', and
'Like A Baby’. They took Bunny into the studio at
290 Broad Street, and because of the pair’s
previous success they were able to lease a few of
the resulting tracks to Decca records. 'Will You
Love Me Tomorrow', 'Everything Is Gonna Be All
Right', and 'For Crying Out Loud', which became
a favourite on the Northern soul scene. Decca
were hoping for more of the same success they
had experienced with Len Barry, but unfortunately
no real commercial success was to come
Bunny's way. It was to be another two years
before Madara and White would finally strike gold

Walter Sigler was born in Philadelphia, March
27th 1941, one of eight children. Predictably
enough he gained his first singing experience in
his local church, the Emmanuel Baptist, reputedly
at the age of three. Even as a young boy he was
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with Bunny.

deal with Leonard Chess and started their
Neptune label. Bunny once again had a record
label. His performances for Neptune shone with
the polish and sophistication that Gamble and
Huff had in abundance and once again his
recording career was appearing to get off the
ground. Unfortunately, like the Neptune label
itself, success wasn't to be found, although he
released a few crackers that did deserve wider
sales.

In 1967 John Madara was producing at Cameo
Parkway records and asked Bunny to join him
there. He began recording sessions again with
John Madara and David White, plus an up and
coming writer, producer, Leon Huff. The
legendary Joe Renzetti was in charge of
arrangements and with this talented team he cut
a string of fine, mainly up-tempo motownesque
recordings. His first Parkway 45 was a storming
Leon Huff song, 'Girl Don't Make Me Wait'. The
song had proved to be too high for other vocalists
but Bunny handled the song with immaculate
ease. The record gained a little local action.
Again this was another song that would lay
dormant until re-discovery by the Northern Soul
scene.

There are some beautiful soul treats in 'Great Big
Liar', 'Where Do The Lonely Go' and a duet with
Cindy Scott 'We're Only Human'. He was also
starting to cut his teeth behind the scenes around
the studio. In July 1970 Chess founder and GRT
owner, Leonard Chess passed away. Neptune
was left hanging without a major distributor and
quickly folded. Gamble and Huff re-grouped and
when they returned, the mighty Philadelphia
International label was born. Naturally our man is
one of the label’s first signings. Meanwhile as
Bunny's record sales took a downturn, he takes a
leaf out of Gamble and Huff's book, turning to
song writing as a means of establishing himself,
a significant move on his part. Now not just
another performer, he was to become a prolific
writer for the company and his early contributions
included the wonderful 'Sunshine' and 'Who Am I'
for The O'Jays featured on their Back Stabbers
album, and 'I'm Gonna Make It This Time' for Billy
Paul, all in 1972. He was also involved with many
other acts when the Philadelphia International
was flying high, including, Archie Bell & The
Drells, The Whitehead Brothers, Patti Labelle,
Shirley Jones, Lou Rawls, Harold Melvin and The
Blue Notes, and many others.

Amazingly due to the song’s incredible popularity
at the Wigan Casino, and other Northern Soul
venues in the seventies, it was released on the
London label 10518 in 1976, with 'Let The Good
Times Roll' as the A side. John Madara came up
with the idea of re-working some old standards in
a modern Motown kinda groove way. He chose
Shirley And Lee's, 'Let The Good Times
Roll'/'Feel So Good'. The formula worked and the
song soared up to reach number 22 in the R&B
charts in June 1967. They followed this with
similar re-workings on a medley of The Falcons’
'You're So Fine' and Clyde McPhatter's 'Lovey
Dovey', this again made the R&B charts.
The brilliant stomping follow up, written by Leon
Huff, 'Follow Your Heart'/'Can You Dig It'
Parkway 6001, fared less well, destined to be yet
another that had all the right ingredients for the
Northern Soul scene. 'Can You Dig It' is a
wonderful slab of sixties soul. Following the
phenomenal success of 'Let The Good Times
Roll', Parkway released an album of the same
name and things where going fine for Bunny.
However the Cameo Parkway company was
experiencing financial difficulty around that time
and the album was eventually released under a
distribution deal with M.G.M. The Cameo owner,
Alan Klien, was being investigated for alleged
illegal payments to Radio stations for extra plays
of Cameo material throughout 1967. Whatever
the reasons, in 1968 he wound up the Cameo
operation. The studios were hired out to any
producers wanting to use them.

His own singing and recording career was sort of
taking a back seat, but he still continued to
release some fine singles, including 'Everybody
Needs Good Loving', a likeable duet with Dee
Dee Sharp, and an awful Kung Fu thing 'Theme
From 5 Fingers Of Death'. A beautiful ballad
'Regina', showed once again the quality of his
voice, effortless ability to switch from tenor to
falsetto. 1973 finally sees Bunny back in the R&B
charts reaching 38 with an incredible rearrangement of the Bobby Lewis classic, 'Tossin
and Turning'. Following in 1974 was an amazing
slowed down version of The O'Jays’ 'Love Train',
a joy to behold, his individual treatment is
remarkable, the last minutes where Bunny and
backing vocals simply sing and hum. "Hum real
sweet now". Magic.

Among the first to make use of the facilities were
the partnership of Kenny Gamble and Leon Huff.
The same year as Cameo's demise they had a
huge success with The Intruders "Cowboys To
Girls" and their new Philly Sound was beginning
to emerge. Former Cameo engineer, Joe Tarsia
th
decided to buy an old studio on North 12 Street,
then called Sound Plus studios, and changed the
name to Sigma. In 1969 Gamble and Huff did a

It's in his albums you find some of his best work,
his first PIR album, THATS HOW LONG I'LL BE
LOVING YOU, from which 'Love Train' was culled
is littered with gems, in fact not a duff track. His
re-make of the romantic 'Picture Us', the deep
'Somebody Free', the tingly 'That’s How Long I'll
Be Loving You', are examples of soul class. His
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other solo albums for the PIR, KEEP SMILIN,
was basically a repeat of the previous one. MY
MUSIC from 1976 also contained some corkers,
including one of my all-time favourites, the quite
superb, 'Somebody Loves You', and the smoochy
'Just Let Me Love You Tonight', but he was slowly
moving towards the disco floor, it was on this
album that Bunny used local Philly outfit Instant
Funk, but 'I'm The Bunny' and 'Come On And
Dance Dance Dance' had me flapping my flares.

Love', this is Bunny back to his best, a beautiful,
if simple piece of work. Alas the follow up 'You
Got The Right Stuff' was to be his last release to
my knowledge. He went on to work with Chaka
Khan and Eugene Wilde and later he made
appearances singing with another Philadelphia
stalwart Patti Labelle. A character often seen
driving a limousine decorated inside with rabbits,
called his "Bunnymobile".
So as I said, whatever happened to Bunny?

Bunny did not just limit himself exclusively to the
Philadelphia International label during the early
seventies. He was involved in writing and
producing many great recordings, including, Joe
Simon 'Drowning In The Sea Of Love', The
Whispers’ 'Bingo' and Jackie Moore's 'Sweet
Charlie Babe'. He also worked with The
Vibrations, Gladys Knight's Pips first solo album,
and the wonderful Philip Wynne. After the album
Bunny began to work a lot more with Instant
Funk, who were a local Philly outfit of 10 singers
and musicians. They recorded an album for
Philadelphia International off-shoot TSOP, the
mainly disco orientated "Get Down On The Philly
Jump" in 1976.

New Feature
Soul/R&B released in the UK.
For no particular reason I'll start the ball rolling
with JUNE 1965. My favourite record of all time
was released during this month, so maybe this
has to do with my first study. I was going to tackle
the greatest UK label of all time, London, but
thought that would be a bit on the large size, chop
it up I hear you say.
Brook Benton
Love Me Now/ Sleepin
At The Foot Of The Bed
Mercury 863
James Brown
Tell Me What You're
Gonna Do/ Lost Someone Ember 216.
Solomon Burke
Maggie's
Farm/
Tonight's The Night 4030.
Jerry Butler
I Can't Stand To See
You Cry/ Nobody Needs Your Love Fontana
588
Choker Campbell
Mickey's Monkey/ Pride
and Joy
Tamla Motown 517
Gene Chandler
Nothing Can Stop Me/
Big Lie
Stateside 425
Desmond Dekker
This Woman/ Si Senor
Island 202
Donnie Elbert
Little Piece Of Leather/
Do What Cha Wanna Sue 377
The Exciters
Run
Mascara/
My
Father
Columbia 7606
Inez &Charlie Foxx
My Momma Told Me/ I
Feel Alright
London 9971
Rosco Gordon
Keep On Doggin'/ Bad
Dream
Vocalion 9245
Screamin Jay Hawkins I Hear Voices/ Just
Don't Care
Sue 379
Brenda Holloway
Operator/
I'll
Be
Available
Tamla Motown 519
John Lee Hooker
I'm In The Mood/
Boogie Chillun
Sue 361
Fred Hughes
Oo Wee Baby, I Love
You/ Love Me Baby Fontana 583
The Impressions
Woman's Got Soul/
Get Up And Move
HMV 1429
Jimmy Jones
Walkin/ Pardon Me
Columbia 7592
The Knight Brothers
Sinking
Low/
Temptation 'Bout To Get Me Chess 8015
Major Lance
Pride & Joy/ I'm The
One
Columbia 7609
Ketty Lester
Looking For A Better

Two years later Bunny and Instant Funk signed to
Goldmind, owned by the legendary Philly guitarist
Norman Harris, although Bunny still continued to
contribute to PIR. Goldmind was distributed by
Salsoul, a company that was quickly emerging as
a powerful black music label in the eighties.
Bunny and Instant Funk soon moved to the
Salsoul logo, and they had R&B chart success in
1979 with ‘I Got My Mind Made Up’. At Salsoul,
Bunny released his own ‘By The Way You Dance’
in 1979, a classic Salsoul disco hit, and
contributed to many other artists success for the
label e.g., Loleatta Holloway, First Choice and
Double Exposure. Bunny's three albums on
Salsoul are, well let’s say our man was becoming
more submerged in disco. The albums - 1977’s
LET ME PARTY WITH YOU, from which the title
track became a disco monster, being his biggest
chart hit, reaching 8 R&B, 1979’s I'VE ALWAYS
WANTED TO SING and 1980’s LET IT SNOW.
All the albums had some good moments, the
smooth 'Your Love Is Good' is knicker wetting
material, plus some of the best in Philly soul
ballads, 'How Can I Tell Her', 'Crying My Eyes
Out', 'Half A Man', the brilliant 'It's The Simple
Things You Do', to name but a few, not forgetting
an Earth Wind And Fire inspired 'Since The Day I
First Saw You', but generally the albums are
straight ahead, disco boom boom. More disco
funk orientated tracks followed including ‘The
Funk Is On’ in 1980 and ‘No Stoppin That Rockin’
in 1982. In 1984 he released, 'Tight Fit' on New
Jersey Connection Records, an impressive
dance floor filler. In 1986 he reappears on Star
Island Records with 'What Would You Do Without
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World/ Pretty Eyes
RCA 1460
Barbara Lewis
Baby I'm Yours/ I Say
Love
Atlantic 4031
The Marvelettes
I'll Keep Holding On/
No Time For Tears
Tamla Motown 518
The Marvelows
I Do/ My Heart HMV
1433
The Maytals
Never You Change/
What's On Your Mind Island 200
The O'Jays
Lipstick Traces/ Think
It Over Baby
Liberty 66102
Lou Rawls
Three O'clock in the
morning/ Nothing Really Feels The Same
Capitol 15398
Ruby & The Romantics Your Baby Doesn’t
Love You Anymore/ Well Meet Again London
9972
Del Shannon
Break Up/ Why Don't
You Tell Him
Stateside 430
The Soul Sisters
Foolish Dreamer/ Good
Time Tonight
London 9970
The Supremes
Back In My Arms
Again/ Whisper You Love Me Boy
Tamla
Motown 516
Screaming Lord Sutch
Train Kept A-Rollin'/
Honey Hush
CBS 201767
Irma Thomas
I'm Gonna Cry Til My
Tears Run Dry/ Nobody Wants To Hear
Nobody’s Troubles Liberty 66106
Doris Troy
Heartaches/
You'd
Better Stop
Atlantic 4032
Dee Dee Warwick
Do It With All Your
Heart/ Happiness
Mercury 860
Chuck & Joe White
Low Minded People/
Irene
Island 201
Jackie Wilson/ Linda Hopkins Yes
Indeed/
When The Saints
Coral 72480
Nancy Wilson
Welcome
Welcome/
Grass Is Greener
Capitol 15396
Jimmy Witherspoon
Come On & Walk With
Me/ Oh How I Love You
Stateside 429
Timi Yuro
Get Out Of My Life/
Can't Stop Running Away
Mercury 859
Phew, amazingly that was just one month, what a
wealth of material. Has this jogged a few
memories, it has with me. Solomon Burke
th
played the Marquee this month on the 14 .

golden tonsils more than impressed when at the
Jazz Cafe with Norman Conners last November.
Well what can you say about Jean, as once again
she took the Jazz Cafe by storm, which is an
ideal venue for Jean's extraordinary vocal
charms, and personal charisma. Immediately
capturing full attention from the audience with her
individual characteristics. Opening on familiar
territory, with a briskly paced, 'If You Want To
Come Back Baby'. Continuing to plunder her
overflowing treasure chest of classics, an
exhilarating 'My Love Don't Come Easy', a
wonderful slowie with Al Johnson's 'Trust Me', an
upbeat 'Sweet and Wonderful', on which we are
introduced to Nathan, who share vocals with
Jean to amazing effect. Slowing right down for
her saucy 'Don't Stop Doing What You’re Doing',
she staggers around the stage apparently
intoxicated by her own vocal agility, swooping and
growling to abandon. Without any prompting, the
whole audience were lifted simultaneously, as we
sing word for word, note for note, 'Don't Let It Go
To Your Head'.
Nathan gets his solo spot, and a chance to air his
oh so soulful vocals on 'Until We Meet Again',
with Jean looking on as amazed as we were at
his stunning vocal ability. The classics kept
coming 'When I Find You Love', 'Start The Fire',
then my favourite, 'Valentine Love' with Nathan
doing the Michael Henderson part. Next follows a
first for the soul kitchen, the presentation of the
birthday cake. As we have come to expect in this
musical circle, a tribute to our dear lost soul
Phyllis Hyman, a bitter sweet rendition of 'Meet
Me On The Moon' again Nathan sharing vocals.
Jean worked overtime to satisfy the audience’s
endless requests, harking back as far as
'Revelation' to an impassioned reworking of
Aretha's 'Ain't No Way'. Riding the melody along
with the oh so tight band, she finishes the
evening with, 'Was That All It Was', and 'You
Know How To Love Me', leaving all on a
tremendous high. I would say that Jean Carne
has more soul in one immaculately manicured
fingernail than some current pretenders have in
their entire bodies.

LIVE
JEAN CARNE Jazz Cafe 15th
March

CD OF THE MONTH
IMPRESSED! 24 Groups
Inspired By The
Impressions KENT 205

On one hand it's gratifying that
our sort of obscure soul heroes
can sell out a gig, but on the other hand it makes
for very cramped conditions, as was the case this
evening as Jean Carne rolls into town once
again, and it's her birthday. Backed up by
American heavy weights, Tyrone Jones-Bass,
Gerry Gillespie-Keyboards/Sax, Derek HerfordDrums, and an enormous pleasant surprise in
Nathan Heathman Vocals/Keyboards, whose

Impressed? Well to a certain extent. Curtis
Mayfield and the Impressions were certainly the
hottest REAL soul group on the planet during the
sixties, so like anything in life that succeeds, it
naturally attracts its copyists. But having said
that, its fair to say that overall the twenty four
groups featured here are more under the
influence that The Impressions had on the soul
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The Funkster – The Funkster

world, than mere imitators. The beautiful 'Just
Enough To Hurt Me' by The Astors, and Lee
Williams and the Cymbals, 'Please Say It Isn't So'
do manage the sound to perfection, the Cymbals
even managing the unmistakable Curtis
Mayfield’s guitar licks. Than there are the groups
who simply got hooked up in the sixties soul feel.
Best of all though is on Sun Records, yeah Sun,
The Climates’, 'Breaking Up Again' a punchy
medium tempo joy that I've returned to many
times over the years, from an old Sun LP
compilation, a brilliant track. I love the painful
Sonics on 'Come Home Baby' which owes more
to Willie Tee than anyone else. Another really sad
tearjerker is 'He'll Be Back' by The Players, a
Vietnam lament. One of my favourite vocal
groups The Notations bow in with 'A New Day', it
jumps along nicely, but is not one of their best
though. Putting The Impressions aside, this CD is
busting with top quality male group sixties soul,
and comes highly recommended if this is your
sort of soul bag.
Rating Three and seven eights soulboys.

Limerick – Dave Travis
Back to the Club – Darren Vidler
Pretty Thing – Ian Wallis
Jazz Junction – Dave Carroll
Marffa’s Muffins – Matt Slade
Bird’s Eye/Book Review – Neil Foster
Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Joliffe
Crime Casebook/Really Nice Guy - ‘H’
Webmeister - Fatbellypeat

RATING (out of 5) Three and seven eights
Soulboys
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